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Griffin, Racers ready to get
football season started
See Spoils
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Housing
Authority
to pmhibit
smoking
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Hazel Council mks advice on land use

101111 WIRY
Staff Maw
HAZEL, Ky. —The Hazel
City Council is asking for comments from business owner and
residents about how best to
develop a parcel of land recently
purchased by the city in the
area.
downtown
Wy HAWKINS 11101111111
Katy
Vasseur said durMayor
staff VVritior
of the council
meeting
a
ing
of
The Housing Authority
the $21,420
that
night,
Monday
polia
adopted
recently
Murray
cy that will ban residents from purchase from landowner
smoking inside their apartments.
Faye Dodd,the agency's executive director, said they had considered making the units nonsmoking for a few months partly because the United States
Department of Housing and
Urban Development has been
encouraging housing authorities
to adopt non-smoking policies.
She said 112 housing authorities
across the country are currently
smoke-free.
However, she said the issue
became more urgent in May
after a resident fell asleep while
smoking end the apartment
burned down. Dodd iaid the
Housing Authority is still working out the details with its insurance company, but that the
building will most likely have to
be torn down and rebuilt.
Dodd said the smoke-fine policy was written in June and was
approved in July. It will go into
effect Sept. 1 for new residents.
People already living in the
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Funding for the purchase was
included in the projected budget
for the coming year. The empty
parcel of land is located adjacent
to Heart of Hazel Antique Mall
immediately to the north
fronting U.S. 641 South.
Following a report from
Councilwoman Jocelyn Hardin,
the city's business liaison, the
council voted to allocate funds
to purchase paint and other supplies to continue painting of
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Grant
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responded
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Fire-Rescue
County
RV FIRE: Members of the Calloway
the house
RV parked behind the house caught fire, damaging two surrounding buildings. Witnesses said nobody was inside
when it happened. The cause of the fire was unknown. No other information was immediately available.

MES,MMS'Back to School'events tonight

saw Format
By The Assasidad Fleas
Tuesday...Partly sunny with a
30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
uPPer 8011.
night.. Mostly
Tuesday
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the lower 708.
Wednesday.. Partly sunny
with scattered showers and
thunderstorms. Highs in the
upper 80s. Chance of precipitation 40 want.
Wednesday night.. Mostly
cloudy with a 40 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the lower 70$.
Thursday...Partly sunny with
a 30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs
around 90.
night...Partly
Thursday
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of *towers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the low 70s.
Filday...Partty sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
lower 90s.
Friday night...Partly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the lower 70s.
sunny.
Saturday...Partly
Highs in the mid 905.
night.. Mostly
Saturday
door. Lows in the lower 70$.
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5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. During this School Night," at MMS from
SNEINRY /V11001111
time, students will have a 5:30 p.m.to 7:30 p.m. A compliPASO Put& Relations
"Back to School Night," will chance to meet their teachers mentary light dinner will be probe hosted August 4(tonight) at and enjoy complimentary snow vided by the MMS cafeteria
Murray Elementary School cones and fellowship in the staff and PTO.The MMS teach(MES) and Murray Middle playground area. Transportation ers will be introduced at 6 p.m.
information will also !_*e avail- After the introduction, teachers
School(MMS).
will go to their classrooms,
MES students and parents are able.
where families and students may
are
parents
and
students
MMS
invited to attend -Back to
visit, see their DCW classroom
to
"Back
attend
to
School Roundup," at MES from invited

and schedule a home Visit if this
hasn't already been done.
Information booths will be
available in the MMS gym
extra-curricular
showcasing
can lasi up-to
Parents
activities.
Site Based
the
MMS
serve on
Making I(SIIDM)
DoCill100

III See Page 2

Wy TOM REMY
Stall Writer
Murray State University's
Staff Congress has kicked off a
fundraiser that will aid MSU
students purchasing text books
for the coming s..yrnester.
Kim Griffo, Town & Gown
coordinator, said Monday that
the Marie Jones Textbook
Scholarship Fundraiser is in full
swing and all monies iaised
from ticket donations will go the
scholarship which awards funding through the MSU bookstore
for the purchase of text books.
Ticket donations will be taken
during a staff luncheon event
scheduled for today, Tuesday,
August 4, and will be received
through Wednesday, Sept. 9.
There will be three drawings

apology.
granot mist
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New ground rules will likely
be imposed at the chinch picnic
to stop Kentucky politicians
from using profanities, a
Catholic priest said Monday.
The Rev. Darrell Venters. pm-

•Sea Page 2

during the meetings and dwee
persons will be contacted with a
date and location to take part in
a game of darts to determine
which prize is awarded to each.
'Ile player with the highest
score after throwing three darts
will win the first prize, the second highest, second prize, and
the third player receives the
third prize," Griffo said.
-Tickets for the public are available at The Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce."

Prizes include a 42-inch flat
screen TV. a Wii game console
and a gas barbecue grill. A $1
donation is asked for each ticket; however $5 will buy six tick-

IIII See Page 2
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kick
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chief of
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Josh
and
Kim
Griffo
Coordinator
Joining them are Town and Gown
staff.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Attorney General Jack Conway
has apologized for his use of
profanity during a speech at a
western Kentucky church picnic.
Conway
the
issued
apology
Monday slierfor
mom
telling hundreds of people at the St:
kwases pedal
in Its coma*
ally of Racy
Fenn that he hi
"one tough son-of-a-b----."
Conway said be "got caught
up in the fiery rhetoric- at the
picnic and made a refence that
he should not have.
Conway was one of seven
candidates who delivered
speeches at the church picnic.
Another of the candidates, Lt.
Gov. Daniel Mongiardo, had
called Monday morning for the

MSU Staff Congress
kicks off fundraiser
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artsy murals on buildings in thk
downtown area. Art studenta
from Murray State University de
possibly Murray or Callow*
County High Schools may be
enlisted to do some or all the
work.
Hardin told the council that
owners of La Cosine Mexicali
Restaurant have agreed to allow
the city to use a portion of their
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II Conway

Kentucky

oft" campaigns. Fiery political

News in Brief

speeches often are punctuated
by heckling from always bois-

Bodnar to hold ceremonial MN signing

•••

From Front
of St. Jerome Church in the
western Kentucky community
of Fancy Farm, said the move
could come in response to a
speech given Saturday by
Conway, who is running for
1.15. Senate.
The church picnic has developed over more than a century
as Kentucky's premiere political
the place where generevent
ations of politicians have kicked
tor

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-- Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear is
staging another ceremonial bill signing for legislation the General
Assembly approved earlier this summer.
Beshear and Indiana U. Gov. Mitch Daniels are scheduled to
appear together in Henderson Tuesday afternoon for a ceremonial
signing.
Beshear, a Democrat, signed the measure into law on June 26.
Since then he's toured the state staging signings of House Bill 3 in
places including Lexington, Erlanger, Sparta and Bowling Green.
Beshear and Daniels appeared in Louisville last month for a similar signing, which marked the sixth signing of the same bill. A
Henderson signing that day was canceled because of weather.
Among other things, the bill creates a state agency to work with
Indiana in securing funding for new bridges over the Ohio River.

terous crowds.
"You all can holler all you
want at me and I can hear you,"
Conway told detractors who
were jeering him Saturday.
"I've been around for a while,
and you're looking at one tou?h
son-of- a-b----."' he said.

II Staff Congress ...
From Front
ets.
"Winners must take part in the
game ot skill to be eligible to
win a prize." Griffo said.
"Ticket donations can be made
by staff. faculty, students and
members of the public."
Staff congress members and
immediate families are not eligible to participate. Prizes will be
paid for with donations from the

MSU College of Humanities
and Fine Arts, College of
Science Engineering and
of
Technology, College
Education, University Libraries,
President Randy Dunn's office,
Department of
Industrial and Engineering
for
Center
Technology,
Telecommunications Systems
Management and an anonymous
donor.

Man to return to Wis1 to face charges

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A Kentucky man has agreed to
return to Wisconsin to face charges he killed a couple nearly 30
years ago and dumped their bodies in the countryside.
Edward W. Edwards said "I'll go," when Jefferson County
District Judge David Armstrong Jr. asked Monday if he wanted to
fight extradition.
The 76-year-old Edwards appeared in court in a wheelchair with
a cast on his left arm. He's accused of killing 19-year-old high
school sweethearts Tim Hack and Kelly Drew, who disappeared
from a wedding reception on Aug. 9, 1980.
Two months later, searchers found their bodies a few miles from
the reception hall. Investigators haven't said what the motive was.
Wisconsin investigators arrested Edwards in Louisville on
Thursday. He is charged with two counts of first-degree murder.
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CASH FOR CLUNKERS PROGRAM
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The West Kentucky
Educational Cooperative recently hosted a regional school
safety seminar on the campus of Murray State University entitled "Random Actor Violence Prevention." Sponsored by a

SCHOOL SAFETY SEMINAR:

grant from State Farm Insurance and Korem and Associates
of Richardson, Texas, the two-day seminar brought law
enforcement and educatois together to learn about identifying
life-saving strategies that prevent volatile or violent behavior
in our schools. Pictured above is Dan Korem, author of "The
Art of Profiling" and "Rage of the Random Actor."

The Calloway County Sheriffs Office reports the following incidents and arrests occurred from July 18- July 30.
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Thousands rally to support coal

•Theft by Unlawful Taking was reported on Roosevett Road
on July 21.
•Theft by UnlaWful Taking and Criminal Mischief, 3rd
Degree was reported on Radio Road on July 22.
•Theft by Unlawful Taking and Criminal Mischief, 3rd
Degree was reported on Purdom Road on July 25.
•Criminal Mischief, 3rd Degree was reported on Howard
Road on July 25.
•Criminal Mischief, 3rd Degree was reported on Church
Street in Dexter on July 28.
•Criminal Mischief, 3rd Degree was reported on US 641
North on July 20.
•Theft by Unlawful Taking and Criminal Mischief, 3rd
Degree was reported on Megan Drive on July 27.
•Theft by Unlawful taking was reported on Todd Road on
July 27.
•Criminal Mischief, 3rd Degree was reported on Lovers
Lane on July 27.
• An arrest for DUI, Possession of a Controlled Substance,
3rd Degree, and Operating on a Suspended License was
made on West Fort Road on July 22.
• An arrest for Operating on a Suspended License and
Disregarding a Stop Sign was made on Bailey Road on July
26.
• An arrest for DUI was made on Valentine Avenue on July
26.
•An arrest for Ast.dult, 4th Degree was made on 641 South
on July 26.
• An arrest for Criminal Mischief, 3rd Degree, Possession of
Drug Paraphernalia, 1st Offense, and Wanton Endangerment,
2nd Degree was made on Cherry Corner Road on July 26.
• An arrest for Giving False Name or Address to Law
Enforcement was made on Pottertown Road on July 28.
• Ten Criminal Arrest Warrants and 14 Bench Warrants
were served by the Calloway County Sheriff's Office between
July 17 and July 30.
This document contains information gathered
from reports available at the time of release.
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Council and Kids Company representatives will also be available to answer questions about
the MMS after school program.
Parents also have the opportunity to place money in their
child's lunch account.

HINDMAN, Ky.(AP)— Thousands of coal mining supporters
rallied in eastern Kentucky over the weekend to protest an energy
bill they say would hurt the industry.
The proposed Cap and Trade bill before Congress is aimed at
reducing emissions and improving the environment.
But demonstrators in Knott County on Saturday said they fear
the bill would penalize states that burn coal and increase energy
costs.
State Rep. Jim Gooch says coal needs to be burned cleaner, but
the bill shouldn't risk jobs in exchange for unproven alternative
energy sourCes.
Organizers say more than 5,000 people showed up for the
Saturday rally.

Woman found dead after house fire
HAZARD, Ky.(AP) — Police say an eastern Kentucky woman
is dead after her home caught fire.
State police say firefighters were called Monday to the home of
56-year-old Jane Carter in the Chavies community of Perry
County. Carter was found in the living room and taken to a local
hospital where she was pronounced dead.
Police say the source of the fur hasn't been determined, but
there is no evidence of foul play.
Police and the state fire marshall's office are continuing to investigate.

Wilmore seminary off notice by agency
WILMORE, Ky.(AP)— Asbury Theological Seminary is no
longer in jeopardy of losing accreditation.
Both the school and the Commission on Accrediting of the
Association of'Theological Schools said the school in Wilmore has
corrected flaws in its governing structure that had endangered its
accreditation.
The Courier-Journal in Louisville reported the commission sent
Asbury officials a letter dated June 19 in which it stated the seminary had "effectively implemented the principle of 'shared governance."
The commission had given Asbury until mid-2009 to fix its
structure after the forced resignation of former President Jeff
Greenway in 2006.
Asbury has 1,602 students enrolled at its campuses in Wilmore
and Orlando, Fla., and online.

III Hazel Council ...
budget to the U.S. 641 South
Water District. Members voted
building for the project. The to enter into a contract with the
painting of at least two murals Purchase Area Development
on exterior walls of city build- District agreeing to pay $3,000
ings, with the possibility of for advise and assistance on
adding more, has been suggest- obtaining $60,000 in funding
ed and the council moved dur- from state and federal grants for
ing a meeting last month to take the project. The council also
advantage of possible grant agreed to enter into an interfunding through the state Arts local agreement with the water
Build Communities program district to allow Vasseur to sign
suggested by Mary Ann all necessary papers.
Medlock of the Purchase Area
Vasseur also announced durDevelopment District. A new ing the meeting that the city's
mural has been proposed by request for a state community
Magnolia Tea Room propri- development block grant for
to
Hazel
etors.
improvement
In other action, the council Community Center has been
moved forward on completing denied. The council then
work on the city's water and entered into a non-public execusewer system by taking required tive session to consider action
municipal action that will allow concerning a law suit against the
funds to flow through the city's city.
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Gregory, Easley & Ernstberger
Proudly Announce
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Midway College to host
emergency training
MIDWAY, Ky. (AP) -Emergency responders and soldiers will join students and staff
at Midway College this week,
hut not to attend classes.
They'll be training on how
to respond to disasters.

Has joined the firm as an associate.
A native of Murray & Calloway County, Ryan and his wife, Julia are returning
home from Florence, Boone County, Kentucky, where he received his
Law Degree from Northern Kentucky University and practiced in the areas of
Personal Injury, Criminal and Domestic/Family law with the law offices of
Busald, Funk, Z,evely, P.S.C. He will now he engaged in the
general practice of law in Calloway and surrounding counties.

204 South 6th Street•753-2633

Tem Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees will have their
monthly meeting Wednesday
at noon in the board room at
items
Agenda
MCCH.
include a pharmacy update
from Sheila Walker and a
construction update
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916
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Officials roped hicrease
In thefts throughout area
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Because of a recent spike in
property thefts in Calloway,
Graves and Marshall cowties, Kentucky State Police
and local law enforcement
asking for die public's kelp in
combatting the crimes.
A KSP press rekase said
that over the past month,
investigators have noticed a
rise in thefts of items including four-wheelers, trailer,
gammon and lawn mowers.
The thefts have bees especially high in northeast Calloway
County and south Marshall
Comity, while they have been
spread across all parts of
Marshall County, UP mid.
Calloway County Sheriff
Bill Marcum said his departmeat's caseload has picked up
a lot lately, especially conmath, thefts of large items
such as nailer*, weed eaters,
saws and shales equipment.
While die thefts have mostly

bees in the northeastern part
of Calloway. there Lave been
sane in other parts as well, he
said. Marcum said he has
been discussing the thefts
with law enforcent in nearby
counties and
Kentucky
Tennessee counties.
Property owners are asked
to secure all valuable equipment to help reduce their
chimes of becoming a victim. KSP said. Residents
should lock all outbuilding
doors sod wisdom to keep
possible burglars from having
easy entry. Residents are also
asked to use security lighting
if it is available and to keep
their homes secured at night
and while they are away as
usual.
If anyone has information
of thrifts, they should contact
County
Calloway
the
Sheriff's Deportment at 7533151 or KSP at 1-800-2225555.
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Post office looks at
changing hundreds
of local facilities
lay ItANDOILPH E. SCHMID
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The local post office long has been the
center of many American communities, but with people turning
increasingly to the Internet to send messages and pay bills, financial
losses are forcing the Postal Service to consider consolidating or
closing hundreds of local facilities.
The post office is facing a $7 billion loss this year despite a 2-cent
rate increase. The agency has shed 150,000 workers since 2000,
removed hundreds of mail collection boxes and taken other steps to
save money.
Now the agency has sent a list of nearly 700 potential candidates
for closing or consolidation to the independent Postal Regulatory
Commission for review, and officials say more may be added.
Some of the offices could be closed while others might have some
of their functions consolidated with other offices. For example, in
some cases preparing mail for delivery may be shifted from Office
A to nearby Office B, but the first office still might offer services
such as selling stamps and mailing parcels and letters. In other cases
one of the offices might be closed.
Postal Vice President Joidiiri Small told a congressional subcommittee that local managers will study activities of approximately
3,200 stations and branches across the country, considering factors
such as customer access, service standards, cost savings, impact on
employees, environmental impact, real estate values and long-term
Postal Service needs.
No changes are expected before the end of the current fiscal year
on Sept. 30.
There are 32,741 post offices across the country.
"We anticipate that out of these 3,200 stations and branches(being
reviewed), under 1,000 offices could be considered as viable candidates to study further" for closing, Small said.
In addition to the switch of business to the Internet, the recession
has hurt the post office by reducing advertising mail. Last year's
high gas prices also siphoned millions of dollars from its coffers.
Just last week the Government Accountability Office added the
Postal Service to its list of troubled agencies, saying there are serious and significant structural financial challenges currently facing
the agency.

CSM Belcher
retires from
Army Reserve
Special to the Lodger
Following a five-year mobilization with the Army Reserve, CSM
David L. Belcher retired on April 4.
after more than 37 years total service. He lives in Benton with his
wife, Ruth. He is employed as the
Yard Operations Supervisor at the
Tennessee Valley Authority's
Shawnee Power Plant in West
Paducah.
He is the son of Imogene Belcher
and the late
Urban L. Belcher
of Murray, and
he is a graduate
Calloway
of
High
County
School.
CSM Belcher
enlisted in the
States
United
Marine Corps in
November 1968 litelcItor
entered
aid
active duty in March 1969 at San
Diego, Calif. After serving four
years, he was separated from active
duty in March 1973. His active duty
assignments were as an Air Traffic
Controller with the 2nd and 4th
Marine Air Wings in the U.S and
with the 1st Marine Air Wing,
WESTPAC.
CSM Belcher began his service
with the United States Army
Reserve in 1976 with his enlistment
in D Company, 3rd Battalion, 398th
Regiment, 2nd Brigade. 100th
Division (Training) in Murray. His
many assignments with the 100th
Career
included
Division
Counselor, Training NCO, Drill
Sergeant, Senior Drill Sergeant,
First Sergeant, Battalion Command
Sergtant Major. and Brigade
Command Sergeant Major. CSM
Belcher left the 100th Division
(Training) to serve as the Command
Sergeant Major of the 332nd
Medical Brigade in Nashville.
Tenn., returning as the Division
Command Sergeant Major in the
Division (Institutional
100th
Training). He was selected for the
assignment as the Command
Sergeant Major of the 87th Division
(Training Support), Birmingham.
Ala., in January 2004. In September
2007. CSM Belcher was reassigned
to Fort Jackson, S.C. as the
Command Sergeant Major of the
United States Army Reserve
Readiness Command where he
remained until his retirement.
His awards include the Legion of
Merit (2nd award), Meritorious
Service Medal (4th award), the
Army Commendation Medal (3rd
award), the Army Achievement
Medal(2nd award), the Global War
on Terrorism Service Medal, the
Army Good Conduct Medal, the
Marine Corps Good Conduct
Medal, the Army Reserve
Components Achievement Medal
(9th award), the Armed Farces
Reserve Medal w/gold hour glass
and "M" device, the National
Defense Service Medal(3rd award),
the Army Service Ribbon and the
Overseas Service Ribbon.

units will be allowed to smoke
inside until their current leases
run out, but will have to stop if
they sign a new lease. They will
still be free to smoke outside
their apartments, she said.
Smoking will be considered a
violation of the lease agreement
and three violations will be
cause for eviction, she said.
Dodd said that the apartments
used to have stand-alone air
conditioning and baseboard
heating, but that the Housing
Authority began upgrading to
central heating and air in 2004.
with the last unit having been
completed in April of this year.
She said the system sometimes
causes smoke to drift from one
apartment to another and that
some residents have complained
that their neighbors' smoking
has caused health problems for
children with asthma. She said
there have also been residents in
the past who wanted to move to
apartments that are not next to
smokers, but that there have not
always been other units available.
"People come in (to the office)
at least once a week saying they
can't stand their neighbors'
smoke," Dodd said.
Dodd said the process of
cleaning a unit after a smoker
moves out is about twice as
much compared to the apartment of a non-smoker. When a
non-smoker moves out, workers
typically only need to clean and
paint, but if a smoker has lived
there for a few years. it is much

hand to Morgan.

2008 CCHS graduate cycles
1,700 miles through 7 states
Special to the Ledger
Patricia Signe White, 19. daughter of Drs.
David White and Susan Hendricks of Murray
recently completed a 1,700-mile cycling tour
through seven states. T'he trip was sponsored by
deCycles Indiana based in Bloomington. White
cycled with more than 80 other participants
through Indiana, Ohio, West Virginia, Virginia,
North Carolina, Tennessee, and Kentucky during
the three-week trip. Most of the participants were
Indiana University students.
The route took the group through Cincinnati.
Front Royal and Roanoke, Va., the Shenandoah
National Park, Asheville, N.C., the Blue Ridge
Parkway, and the Great Smoky Mountains
National Park. Side trips included whitewater

rafting the New Rivci, and visiting Thomas
Jefferson's home, Monticello. the Biltmore
Estate, and the Louisville Slugger Museum.
Some notable trip statistics included a long climb
of 24.3 miles and a steep climb of 14 percent for
several miles outside of Cincinnati. There were
eight "century" days with total daily miles topping 100 Fastest downhill recorded was clocked
at 48 mph. Total elevation gain for the trip was
152,577 feet (29 vertical miles or 122 Empire
State Buildings stacked top-to-bottom).
White is a 2(X)8 graduate of Calloway County
High School. She is a sophomore at Indiana
University in the Hutton Honors College and the
School of Arts and Sciences with a double-major
in anthropology and geography.

Patricia Sign. White
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SHERRY PURDOM/Murray Independent School District
are preparing for the 2009-10 school year
Teachers
School
nt
Independe
Murray
:
WELCOME
6th
grade teachers (from left) Sherry Rust,
MMS
homes.
students'
to
visits
home
making
by
Topton and Jill Courtney are shown visAmanda
Davis,
Page
Hinton,
Suzanne
Stribling,
Beth
iting with Sammy Morgan, MMS sixth grader, and his mother, Susan Crawford, at their home.
They were welcoming Morgan to his sixth grade year. Davis, new MMS teacher, extends her

more intensive. She said it is not
unusual to see brown nicotine
stains along the walls and that it
can even get into light fixtures,
refrigerators and other appliances, sometimes causing the
need for them to be replaced.
The walls sometimes have to be
pressure-washed with a bleach
solution to get the stains and
smell out, she said. If there are
cigarette burns or stains on the
carpet, the carpet replacement
runs up the cost much more, she
said.
Dodd also said that Housing
Authority residents have historically been elderly and that
some residents with oxygen
tanks have smoked inside.
which she said was a huge fire
hazard. While no one was
injured in the May fire, an oxygen tank explosion could kill
others in a building.
Feedback from residents has
been mixed and it has not been
overwhelmingly positive or
negative, Dodd said. She said
three other housing authorities
in a 50-mile radius have asked
her to see the Murray policy and
she suspected that others would
adopt similar policies in the
future.
No smokers living in Housing
Authority properties could be
reached directly before press
time this morning, but some
complaints have appeared on
the Ledger & Times' online
message hoard. A few other
postings stated the opinion that
the complaints were unwarrant •
ed
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COMMUNITY
Linn: Toddler
Story Hour
Programs at
local library
are filled
Sandy Linn, youth services
librarian for the Calloway
County Public Library, has
announced that all toddler story
time programs are filled.
A waiting list will be kept
and spots will be filled as they
become available.
A limited number of spaces
are available for the preschool
story time program which is
Photo wevided designed for children, ages 3
LIBRARY CONCERT: Local music instructor, Conny Ottway, her father, Emery Nagy, and 1/2, 4 and 5, accompanied by
some violin students met Friday to participate in a Chamber Ensemble Workshop. The music an adult, and includes picture
consisted of violin duets, trios and quartets from all musical period styles. The participants books, stories, musk and craft
worked on the music for three months to prepare for this 3-hour event. Pictured, from left, activities.
Interested persons wishing
front row, Hannah Gibson, Taylen Henry, Austin and Beverly Ramsey,.back row, Joan Bowker,
information or to register
more
Mary Louise Lyons, Nagy, and Ottway
a child may contact Linn at
e-mail
or
753-2288
sandy.linnOcallowaycountylibrary.org.

CPR Instructor Course
available through Red Cross
RED
NEW--AMERICAN
Rescuer
Professional
CROSS
Certification is now good for 2
years!!!
Lay Responder Certification is
still good for I year. First Aid
Certification is still good for 3
years.
Maybe you or someone you
know would like to instruct CPR
for your local chapter of the
American Red Cross on a regular basis at $10 an hour. Or
maybe someone from your
establishment would like to
instruct CPR in-house through
Previder
Authorized
an
Agreement with your,.jrql
chapter of the American Red
Keeping Health &
Cross.
Safety training in house will
save much and svel save much
time and money.
Deneen Cooper from the
Louisville Area Chapter of the
American Red Cross will be
coming to the Calloway County

Chapter to hold the following
two courses with which certification never expires if you teach
every year:
CPR for the Lay Responder
Instructor Course -$150
CPR for the Professional
Rescuer Instructor Course $225
The courses will run between
the dates of August 10-14.
Depending on which certification that is being acquired, the
participant will need to attend at
various times throughout the
week. Call the local Red Croak
Chapter at 753-1421 for mote
'details.
The Calloway CouritYlaiaPtei
of the American Red Cross will
then work with your establishment to set up an Authorized
Provider Agreement. When the
agreement is established your
in-house instructors can then
teach CPR as needed to certify
and recertify your employees
-

CCHS Class of 1989
planning reunion
High
County
Calloway
School Class of 1989 is planning events for its 20-year
reunion. On Friday, Aug. 28, a
tent will be set up at the MurrayCalloway football game at
University
State
Murray
Stewart Stadium prior to game
time. Everyone is invited to The
Big Apple after the game for an

On
gathering.
informal
scramgolf
a
29,
Aug.
Saturday,
ble at the Murray Country Club
is being organized. The reunion
dinner will be that night at 7
p.m. at the Murray Country
Club. For more information
contact Betsy Whitfield at 270519-0961 or Stefani Billington
at 270-752-1624.

and volunteers.
When this time comes, a representative from your establishment contacts the chapter to rent
the course DVD and manikins,
and to purchase (at a discounted
rate) the supplies needed to hold
the courses. When the in-house
instructor has instructed a class
they will turn in their paperwork
so that the Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red
Cross can print the certification
cards for you. Many other local
establishments use this agreement and have saved thousands
of dollars.
For more information, contact
Heather at hbosseecallowaycoredcross.org as soon as possible if you would like more
details or if you would like to
register. If you call 270-7531421 and leave a voice message
please leave your name, purpose
of your contacting, phone numbers and e-mail address.
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Dream Club
Team looking
for more
Dreamweavers
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Girls Softball plans tryouts

Murray Middle School Girls Softball will
have tryouts on Wednesday at 4 p.m. at Murray
High School. This is for those who did not try out the first time. For
information call Ted Booth, 293-9192.

CCHS Class of 1979 plans reunion

Calloway County High School Class of 1979 will hold its 30year reunion on Saturday, Sept. 19. If you have not been contacted
or need further information call Bill Vincent at 293-1249.

Bingo planned Thesday

Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
KC hall on Squire Road, Murray. The public is invited.
.•

Al-Anon meeting Miesday

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there he a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Murray Singles will meet

Murray Smgles will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the annex of the
Calloway County Public Library. For more information call Pat at
489-2909.

Code Enforcement Board to meet

The Murray Code Enforcement Board will hold a public hearing
on Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the City Hall Council Chambers,located on
the second floor at 104 North 5th St., Murray. This will be to review
interested perproperty maintenance and noise control citations.
clerk's office
city
the
contact
information
sons are invited. For more
at 762-0330.
All

meet

A Free Counted Cross Stitch and Needlework Exhibit will be
Monday, Aug. 17, in the event room of Calloway County Public
Library. Drop in between 12 and 2 p.m. The public is invited and
class supplies are free. This event is being sponsored by Western
KY/TN Stitchers Embroiders' Guild of America - Murray Chapter.
For information call Carla at 753-9331 or Terri at 436-5588. Persons
are urged to attend, bring a friend, learn a new skill and share the joy
of stitching.

•

Freshmen Orientation planned
Murray High School Freshmen Orientation and schedule/fee day
will be from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Friday at the school.

50% OFF
•

By Jo Burkeon
Community
Editor

Cross Stitch Class scheduled

Summer Marengo
*Summer Giftware
*Pottery & Planters
*Selected Benches

• lo's
Datsbook

The Purchase District Health Department
will offer a series of Diabetes Education
Classes in partnership with the Calloway
County Extension Service, 310 South 4th St.,
Murray, on Aug. 11, 18 and 25 and Sept. 1
from 9:30 am.to noon.
Participants are encouraged to attend all
four classes. Free products and simples to
help in diabetes management will be offered.
lb register call the extension office at 7531452 or for more information call DeAnna
Leonard at 270-444-X25.

County Temple Hill Lodge to
Calloway
Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will meet
Homemakers has started a new tonight(Tuesday) at 6 p.m. at the lodge hall on Ky. Hwy. 464, cast
club called the Dream 'ham. of Almo. David Holt, master, urges all Masons to attend.
The club members are
Dreamweavers.
Purchase Area Chapter to meet
This special club was formed
Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Public Retirees will meet
specificalty to support'the Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton Dr., Paducah,
Second Wind Dream prognim for a combined luncheon and business nieetirtg. All retirees of the
that the homemakers intro- Kentucky Retirement System (Ballard. Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
and the Kentucky State
duced to the residents of Spring Hickman, Graves, Marshall, McCracken)
to attend. For information
encouraged
are
system
Retirement
Police
Creek Health Care earlier this
call 1-270-898-7289 or 1-270-522-9531.
year.
Second Wind Dreams is a
Asbury Cemetery plans meethig
non-profit organization foundAsbury Cemetery, located on Asbury Cemetery Road, will have
ed in 1997 whose mission is, its meeting on Saturday at 11 a.m. with Bro. H.B. Fields, pastor of
through fulfillment of dreams. Kirksey and Goshen United Methodist Churches, as speaker. A
to enhance the quality of life potluck meal will be served. In case of rain, the event will be held
for those living in elder care at Kirksey United Methodist Church. Persons unable to attend may
send their donations for the maintenance of the cemetery to Martha
communities.
So far this year, the club has Smith, 120 Grove Ln., Murray, KY 42071.
granted dreams ranging from a
trip to Paducah International Lassiter Cemetery plans meeting
Lassiter Cemetery will have its annual meeting Saturday from 10
Racetrack, a reunion with fama.m. to noon. Bids will be accepted for maintenance of the grounds
ily members, a 60th wedding for the next year. If unable to attend, donations for the upkeep of the
anniversary celebration, sever- cemetery may be mailed to Carl Dalton, 3111 Midway Rd., Murray,
al meals out, and even soft and KY 42071.
cuddly things to hold.
Judi Little, member, said
McGuire Cemetery plans meeting
"This club has two functions,
The annual meeting of McGuire Cemetery, located on the
Dream Discovery and then Emerson/State Line Road between Wealdey County, Tenn., and
finding the sponsors so supply Graves County, Ky., will be Saturday at 11 a.m. with a short servthe dreams. Neither is difficult. ice, business meeting and potluck lunch. The maintenance contract
Anyone with family interred at the cemetery is
We just need more people to will be taken.
to attend and/or make a contribution for the upkeep to
encouraged
share in this wonderful experiMcGuire Cemetery, do Dannie Harrison, 1581 Almo Rd., Almo,
ence. We would also like to KY 42020 or call 753-3293.
expand this program to other
facilities in Calloway County." Dobson Cemetery plans meeting
Anyone interested in becomDobson Cemetery. located on Cuba-Water Valley Road, in
ing a dreamwe,aver or in spon- Graves County, will have its annual meeting Saturday at 2 p.m.
soring a dream,contact Little at Donations for the upkeep may be mailed to Gail Dobson, 918 St.
436-5132 for further informa- Rt. 1390, Mayfield, KY 42066. For information call 270-328-8612
or 270-554-3726.
tion.

& Sifts
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
WWW.rollingh.com

Living Well with Diabetes
Education Classes planned

Brewers School Picnic planned
Brewers School Picnic will be Saturday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
the large pavilion of Mike Miller Park, Benton. This is for all former teachers, students and patrons of Brewers School. Each one
should bring a picnic lunch and lawn chairs or just come by and
visit. Remember this will be a picnic, not pot luck. For more inforPhoto provided mation call Barney Thweatt at 270-354-6430.
TAYLOR RECEIVES HONOR: Samantha Taylor, far right,
daughter of Randy and Lee Ann Taylor of Murray, received County historic homes needed
Calloway County historic homes are needed for the I I th annual
Best All Around Jr. Camper at the K7 Kanakuk Kamp in
Branson, Mo., in June. She was chosen out of 70 campers in publication, "Preserve the Past.. Image the Future" which will be
inserted in the Murray Ledger & Times this fall by Murray Main
the junior girls division.
Street. For those who own a historic home in Calloway County and
have documentation with stories of interest, please call Murray
Main Street at 759-9474. House pictures, inside and outside, will
be needed. The homes chosen to be included will be published.
also
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Bill Clinton in N. Korea seeking captives release
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A private family entombment service for Mrs. Zelma Bogard
York will be Thursday at Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will
be at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home from 10 cm. to 11:10
a.m. Thursday. Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Mrs. York, 87, South Elgin, ill., formerly of Murray, died
Saturday, Aug. 1, 2009, at 9:27 a.m. at her home. Her husband,
James Murel York, died Jan. 15, 1989. Also preceding her in death
were one sister, Dee Waldrup, and one brother, Troy Bogard. Born
April 30, 1922, in Marshall County, she was the daughter of the late
Roy Bogard and Jewell Parrish Bogard.
She was co-founder of York Spring Co. in South Elgin in 1956
and she was still involved until becoming ill. She did traveling for
the company. She was a member of Church of Christ,
Survivors include one son, James Robert York and wife, Betty,
Geneva, Ill.; one sister, Relma Walston, Murray; one grandson,
Michael York and wife, Joy, great-granddaughter, Haley York, and
great-grandson. Morgan York, all of St. Charles, Ill.

Mts. Paeans Lamb
A graveside service for Mrs. Pauline Lamb was today (Tuesday)
at noon at the Bazzell Cemetery with Rev. Tim Palmer officiating.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice, MurrayCalloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Lamb, 87, St. Ri 121 South, Farmington, died Monday,
Aug. 3, 2009. at 12:40 a.m. at the home of her son. She was a member of Coldwater United Methodist Church and had retired as a cafeteria worker at Fartnington School.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Hal Lamb; two sisters,
Nova Jackson and Helen Haneline; and five brothers, Bert, Burie,
James, Harry and Preston Haneline. Born Jan 23, 1922,in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of the late Claude and Hattie Darnell
Haneline.
Survivors include one son, Richard David Lamb and wife, Jane.
and two grandchildren, Aieeah McGinnis and husband, Max, and
Kevin Lamb, all of Murray; three great-grandchildren. Alyssa
McGinnis and Travis and Taylor Lamb; two sisters-in-law, Lucille
Hanekne and Doris Himehne.

SEOUL, South Korea (AP)
- North Korea welcomed former President Bill Clinton to
Pyongyang with flowers and
hearty handshakes this morning
as he arrived in the communist
nation on a surprise mission to
bring home two jailed American
journalists.
Clinton landed in the North
Korean capital in an unmarked
jet. On arrival he shook hands
with Vice Foreign Minister Kim
Kye Kwan and the deputy
speaker of parliament.
Footage from the television
news agency AFTN showed
Clinton bowing and smiling as a
young girl presented him with
•
flowers.
warm
unusually
The
exchange between officials from
communist North Korea and the
ex-leader of a wartime foe
comes amid heightened tensions
and
Washington
between
Pyongyang over the regime's
nuclear program. In recent
months, North Korea has abandoned a disarmament pact,
launched a long-range rocket,
conducted a nuclear test and
test-fired a barrage of ballistic
•

Geraldine (Jen1) Fankinberty
ARDMORE, Ala, - Geraldine (Jerri) Faulkenberry. 60,
Ardmore, Ala., died Sunday, Aug. 2, 2009, at Decatur General
Hospital, Decatur, Ala. Born July 31, 1949 in Athens. Ala., she was
the daughter of the late Murray V. Faulkenberry and Aldena Toone
Faulkenberry.
She was a member of Piney Grove Baptist Church and was
employed with Stanley Associates. She was an Auburn football fan
and had hobbies of cooking, cross stitching, gospel music and collecting Thomas Kinkade prints and collectibles.
Survivors include one sister, Murdena Simmons and husband, Dr.
James L. Simmons, Murray, Ky.; one nephew, James Murray
Simmons, Evanston, III.; two nieces, Emily Ruth Simmons,
Lexington, Ky., and Sarah Catherine Simmons, Evanston, Ill.
The funeral was today (Tuesday) at 11 a.m. at Piney Grove
Baptist Church. Burial was in the Gatlin Cemetery, Ardmore.
Ardmore Chapel Funeral Home,Ardmore, was in charge of arrangements.

Lowell E. Key
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The funeral for Lowell E. Key will be today (Tuesday) at 2 p.m.
at Sinking Spring Baptist Church. Bro. Randy Kuykendall and Bro.
Carl Butler will officiate. Pallbearers will be Eric Knott, Justin
Barnett, Bill and Michael Cowrie, and Terry and
Danny Key, active; Adult Man's Sunday School
Class of Shilling Spring Baptist Church and Army
veterans in which he served with in World War II,
honorary. Burial will follow in the South Pleasant
Grove Cemetery. Visitation was from 5 to 9 p.m.
Monday at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home and
after 12 noon today (Tuesday) at the church.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Hospice, Murray-CallcAvay County Hospital, 803
Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071 or to WATCH, 702
Key
Main St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Key,85, Murray, died Saturday. Aug. 1, 2009,
at 8:40 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
An Army veteran of World War II, he was
employed at the former Murray Division of the
Tappan Company. He retired as equipment manager
for the Murray State University Football Team and also was a
fanner. He was a member and former deacon and door greeter at
Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Martha Jane Humphries
Key,Born Jan. 27, 1924, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
late One Key and 011ie Kuykendall Key.
Survivors include one daughter, Patty Knott and husband, Steve,
Murray; one son, Tom Key, Paducah; one sister, Clovis Brown,
Murray; one brother, Ortis Key, Paducah; seven grandchildren, Eric
Knott and wife, Susan, Murray, Manda Key, Owensboro, and Stacy,
Cownie and husband, Bill, Tasha Key, Terry Key and wife, Chow,
Tanya Key and Lyle Key and wife, Patty, all of Paducah; 14 greatgrandchildren; five great-great-grandchildren.

missiles in defiance of the U.N.
Security Council.
Clinton was making his first
trip to North Korea in hopes of
securing the release of Laura
Ling and Euna Lee, reporters for
former Vice President Al Gore's
California-based Current TV
media venture who were arrested along the North KoreanChinese border in March.
But the visit could reap
rewards beyond the women's
release, with Clinton and North
Korean officials broaching the
nuclear impasse, diplomatic
relations and other long-standing issues between Washington
and Pyongyang, analysts said.
Kim, the vice foreign minister,
also serves as North Korea's
chief nuclear negotiator.
"This is a very potentially
rewarding trip. Not only is it
likely to resolve the case of the
two American journalists
detained in North Korea for
many months, but it could be a
very significant opening and
breaking this downward cycle of
tension and recrimination
between the U.S. and North
Korea," Mike Chinoy, author of

"Meltdown: The Inside Story of
the North Korean Nuclear
Crisis," said in Beijing.
North Korea accused Ling,
32, and Lee, 36, of sneaking into
the country illegally in March
and engaging in "hostile acts,"
and the nation's top court sentenced them in June to 12 years
of hard labor.
The U.S. and North Korea do
not have diplomatic relations,
but officials were believed to be
working behind the scenes to
negotiate their release.
Clinton's administration had
relatively good relations with
Pyongyang, and both he and
Gore, his vice president, had
been named as possible envoys
to bring back Lee and Ling. Also
mentioned was New Mexico
Gov. Bill Richardson, who in the
1990s traveled twice to North
Korea to secure the freedom of
detained Americans.
However, the decision to
send Clinton, whose wife is now
secretary of state, was kept
quiet.
A senior U.S. official confirmed to reporters traveling to
Africa with U.S. Secretary of

State Hillary Rodham Clinton
that the former president was in
North Korea to secure the journalists' release. hut said the
White House would not comment until the mission was complete.
"While this solely private
mission to secure the release of
two Americans is on the ground,
we will have no comment,"
White House spokesman Robert
Gibbs said in a statement. "We
do not want to jeopardize the
success of former President
Clinton's mission."
Korea's official Central
announced '
News Agency
Clinton's visit with a brief dispatch but did not say who he
would be meeting during his
trip. There was speculation
Clinton might see leader Kim
Jong II, who analysts say is
eager to smooth over relations
with Washington as he prepares .
to name a successor. Kim, 67,
reportedly is in ill health, suffer-:
ing a stroke a year ago on top of
chronic diabetes and heart disease. He rules the impoverished
communist nation of 24 million
with absolute authority.

bama says 'no' to tax hike on middle class

WASHINGTON(AP)-In a
rebuke to the Treasury secretary.
the White House said Monday
that President Barack Obama
remains opposed to any tax hike
for families earning up to
$250,000.
White House press secretary
Robert Gibbs restated the aseurawe after Treasury Secretary
Geithner and National
Economic Council Director
Summers appeared
Larry
Sunday to leave open the possibility Obama would tap middleclass Americans' income to
reduce the deficit or help pay for
a health insurance overhaul,
"I'm going to deal with this
and I'll do this one more time,"
Gibbs said after repeated cluestions from reporters about the
differences between the economists and Obama. 'The president was clear. He made a cornnutmeat in the campaign. That

commitment stands."
The conflicting statements
from administration economic
and political officials illustrate
the problem facing Mama: how
to find a politically palatable
way to pay for the health insursince overhaul he insists is the
cornerstone to bringing the rapidly escalating federal deficit
under control.
And the mixed signals are
coming out of the White House
as Congress heads into its
August recess and what's
expected to be a month-long battie across the country over the
direction and financing of the
health care plans emerging in
the House and Senate.
In their Sunday television
and
Geithner
interviews.
Summers sidestepped questions
on Obama's intentions about
taxes. Geithner said the White
House was not ready to rule out

a tax hike to reduce the federal
deficit; Summers said Obama's
proposed health care overhaul
needs funding from somewhere.
"There is a lot that can happen over time," Summers said,
adding that the administration
believes "it is never a good idea
to absolutely rule things out, no
matter what."
During his presidential campaign, Ghana pledged "you will
not see any of your taxes
increase one single dime" and
repeatedly said middle-class
families would not be effected.
But the simple reality
remains that his ambitious overhaul of how Americans receive
health care-promised without
increasing the federal deficitmust be paid for.
"If we want an economy
that's going to grow in the
future, people have to understand we have to bring those

deficits down. And it's going to
be difficult, hard for us to do.'
And the path to that is through
health care reform," Geithner..
said. "We're not at the point yet
where we're going to make C
judgment about what it's going
to take."
Those comments dominated:
Gibbs' daily meeting with
repoiters.
"The president was clear during the campaign about his cornmitment on not raising taxes on
middle-class families," Gibbs'
said. "And I don't think any
economist would believe that in'
the environment that we're in_.
raising taxes on middle-class
families would make any sense,
and the president agrees."
Geithner appeared on ABC's
Summers..
Week."
"This
appeared on NBC's "Meet the
Press" and CBS' "Face the'
Nation."

Public passion rises
on health care reform

WASHINGTON (AP) Booed, jeered and occasionally
cheered in a raucous session
with the public, a Democratic
senator said Monday that other
Lawmakers can expect the same
as they face voters on the divisive issue of overhauling health
care.
"I wouldn't be surprised if
that's the harbinger of things to
come," Pennsylvania's Sen.
Arlen Specter said a day after
facing the rowdy crowd in
Philadelphia. A House member
who was surrounded by protesters shouting "Just say no!" to
Democrats' health plans in
Texas over the weekend accused
Republicans of organizing the
opposition.
"This mob ... did not come
just to be heard, but to deny others the right to be heard. And
this appears to be part of a coordinated, nationwide effort,"
Rep. Lloyd Doggett, D-Texas,
said in a statement."What could
be more appropriate for the
'party of no'than having its stalwarts drowning out the voices of
screaming
lion over the next decade - their neighbors by
no!"
say
'Just
existing programs are feeling
With Congress' monthlong
the pinch, too.
looming, lawmakers are
recess
danger
in
is
Security
Social
growing public
encountering
of running out of money earlier
Barack
President
about
doubts
than the government projected
the
to
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push
Obama's
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ago.
just a few month
medical
providing
for
system
mass transit and airport projects
that find
are at risk because fuel and care, evident in polls
president's
the
in
confidence
industry taxes are declining.
fallen
The national debt already handling of the issue has
January.
since
exceeds $11 trillion. And bills
The White House is deterjust completed by the House
to frame the debate on its
mined
would boost domestic agencies'
this month and counter
terms
spending by 11 percent in 2010
about government-run
fears
perand military spending by 4
insurance plans, a growing fedcent.
on small
Is there a way out of the eral deficit, the impact
end-ofand
abortion
businesses,
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that
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all
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new ones Obama
milspending
by
cacophony
the
- will depend largely on how '
competing
on
dollars
of
lions
fast the economy recovers from
the recession, said William ads.
For lawmakers such as
Gale, co-director of the Tax
and Doggett, the weekSpecter
Policy Center.
captured the public
events
end
"If it's just one year, then it's
obstacles for the
the
and
mood
totalit's
but
thing,
a remarkable
.
administration
Obama
ly manageable. If the economy
Sunday in
forum
Specter's
At
doesn't recover soon, it doesn't
chanted
some
Philadelphia,
ecosocial,
matter what your
camcan"
we
"Yes
Obama's
nomic and political agenda is.
carothers
while
slogan,
paign
There's not going to be any rev"Tell
said,
that
signs
ried
enue to pay for it."

Tax revenues the lowest
since Great Depression
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
recession is starving the government of tax revenue, just as the
president and Congress are piling a major expansion of health
care and other programs on the
nation's plate and struggling to
find money to pay the tab.
The numbers could hardly be
more stark: Tax receipts are on
pace to drop 18 percent this
year, the biggest single-year
decline since the Great
Depression, while the federal
deficit balloons to a record $1.8
trillion.
an
in
figures
Other
Associated Press analysis underscore the recession's impact:
Individual income tax receipts
are down 22 percent from a year
ago. Corporate income taxes are
down 57 percent. Social
Security tax receipts could drop
for only the second time since
1940, and Medicare taxes are on
pace to drop for only the third
time ever.
The last time the government's revenues were this bleak,
the year was 1932 in the midst
of the Depression.
While much of Washington is
focused on how to pay for new
programs such as overhauling
health care -at a cost of $1 tril-
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Washington no."
Specter and Health and
Human Services Secretary
Kathleen Sebelius faced an
antagonistic, standing-roomonly crowd at the National
Constitution Center. Specter
said he thought political organizations orchestrated some of the
commotion, but individuals with
serious concerns-some in dire
medical conditions - were
there as well.
"I do think there's a big concern in America," Specter said
in an interview Monday. "We
heard it yesterday about the
growing deficit and national
debt."
recent
a
is
Specter
Republican-turned-Democrat
who indicated earlier this year
that he's open to a government
health insurance plan that would
compete with private insurers,
an idea backed by Obama and
many Democrats.
Four of five congressional
committees have approved versions of health care bills, but
lawmakers fell short of Obama's
deadline for the House and
Senate to vote on bills before
their August recess.
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HIWARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (L-R):
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.7531366 I 800.444-1854
Hours: 8:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m. M-F
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Vilestside Baptist Church
707 Robertson Road South • Murray, KY

FEATURING:For Heaven's Sake, The Pullen Family,
Grace Song & The Farmers

No Admission, Love Offering Will Be Taken.
All proceeds to benefit West KY Gospel Music Assoc

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 227-0611
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Re-Adverthement,
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST,
Student Support Services(SSS), TRIO
Program, Murray State University. Full-time,
10 month, position to begin September 2009.
Qualifications: Master's degree required.
Degree in student development, counselirg, or
human services preferred. Demonstrated
experience in academic advising, financial
counseling, and career planning in the college
setting required. Strong interpersonal, organization, and communication skills required.
Working knowledge of Microsoft office with the
ability to provide basic trouble-shootkig to various software programs and equipment
required. Must be willing and able to occasionally work nights and travel on weekends. TRIO
experience preferred. Knowledge of student
assessments and measurements preferred.
Responsibilities: Recruits new participants
and conducts intake interviews. Speaks to
Summer Orientation groups and other campus
groups for recruitment purposes and to promote SSS; Coordinates and provides assessments, academic planning and adviesment,
personal and career development, and financial aid ovum/Ming. Provides services and
accommodations to @hider** with disabilities;
Serves as a liaison to students; instructors and
other campus staff. Monitors, student computer lab and assists students with computer
access and other technological resources;
Advises Participant Advisory Council; Drives
university vehicles to transport participants to
events. Occasional nights and weekend We
el required. Application Deadline: Postmarked
by August 21, 2009. To Apply: Submit•letter
of application, resume, and the names,
addresses, and telephone numbers of at least
three (3) professional references to: Velvet
Wilson, Director, Student Support Services,
Murray Stets University, 261 Blackburn
Science Building, Murray, KY 42071. Women
and mtitoillisa are encouraged to spPly.
tiMaintity Iv an equal education
liftnity
and employment opportunity A.F/D/, AA employer

PUBLIC NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that the City of Murray,
Murray, Kentucky 42071,las filed an application
with the Department for Environmental Protection
to construct sanitary sewer lines at the prepared
EDC West Industrial Park. This property is located west of US 641 near Max Hurt Drive and is just
outside the current Murray City limits. This
application more particularly is in reference to two
(2)creek crossings of unnamed tributaries to
Clarks River at a'ocean west of US 641 near Max
Hurt Drive. Any commute or otowtions concerning this application shall be directed to: Kentucky
Department for Environmental Protection, Division
of Water,200 Fair OW Lane, Frankfurt, Kentucky
40601. Phone:(602)5644410.
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
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inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
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Although persons and
companies mentioned
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Consolidated
Management Co.
needs Food Service
Director at Mayfield,
KY plant Need someone with restaurant
experience, must be
flexibis, hours vary.
M-Sat operation
—2shifts
Supervisory/Computer
Sides necessary
Sep/Safe Certlacation
a Pius!
Must pass background
and pre-wriployment
drug screen
Send Resume to
InfoOconsolidatedmgmt.com
DISCLAIMER
Whcsi accessing the
'help warder section
on OW classifieds
,
webre
tounayiedipsr.00ta,
you will be redwood
to jobaltwark.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
di, website.
However, as a national
unbent, not all linings
on the jobserivorkown
we placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes. Meese call
us if You have my
questions inganiing
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

UMurray
WAY MEIMUM'
,moL

LPNAIN
RN or LPN for busy pediatric practice. Must
be licensed in the Stets of Kentucky. Will
good phone, organizational, and
skills. Must be willing to work a flexible
schedule. Position will start as part-time with
U's possibility of becoming full-time. Please
send resume and cover letter to: P.O. Box
1040-A, Murray, KY 42071.

A local pharmacy is
lookkig for a motivated, detail oriented,
multi-tasking indlvidusl with customer
service and pharmacy experience. Must
be able to work a
flexible schedule with
some evening hours.
Please mail resume
to: P.O. Box 10406,
Murray, KY 42071

imit#OHF
RN - Full Time - Days N - F
RN - Full Mine- Afternoons M - F

Read
All About'
It!
subscribe to the
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Daytime Pb.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 49071
Or call (270)753-1916

Practical Dental
Assisting
Registration is now
open class begins on
Sept. 12, 2000.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, arid holidays off.
Information and registration forms available
a
www.bohistiental.co
m or call our office
270-4.42-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!
Decor
HOME
Company search for a
marketing assistant.
For immediate consideration, please fax
resume and cover letter to 270-856-3471.

St Address

State

We offer competitive wages and an excel
benefit package. Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Orttersven of Benton
2807 Mein Street Benton, KY 42026
EOE/AAE
,A

I
I
4

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

Aux”,
. 4-11nr of •

Looking for
Service
Manager
Apply in person
NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
INVENTORY/OUALIT
Y Control Clerk
Looking for a detail
oriented individual.
Ability to do some
heavy lifting. Hourly
rate plus benefits.
Computer experience
preferred. Apply in
person or send
resume to Automated
Direct Mail, 1410 N.
12th St., Ste G,
Murray, KY 42071
Thr ('Iar f•
c • •
rl,

ti)

Arts
CULINARY
Minimum
Instructor
Salary: $39,744.00.
Location:
Murray/Calloway Area
Technology Center.
Teaches occupational
preparatory classes
within a career and
technical education
program; and performs
es
duties
other
Minimum
required.
requirements: Must
hold the Rank III
Kentucky teaching cmMicelle in the subject
area to be taughtFamily and C consumer Science Degree
or must hold a
Kentucky Statement of
Eligibility In the subject area to be taught
(Family and Consumer
Science) or four years
of appropriate work
experience, two of
which must be within
U's last five years. and
must pass Program
Area Assessment test
proof:
provide
or
Culinary
American
Federation
Professional
Certification. To apply:
Please submit and
uPditisd. WSW MIPIcation to : Dennis
1800
Harper,
Sycamore St, Murray,
42071.
KY
Applications may be
obtained from the
the
or
School,
Cabinet,
Education
Division of Human
Resources, 2nd-Floor,
Capital Plaza Tower,
500 Moro Street,
Frankfort, KY 40801 or
at
on-line
http://kytech.ky.gov/ap
plication_for_employm•nt_l 5 1b.doc.
Applications must be
by
received
06KI7/2009 to be considered for an interview. Applicant will be
notified if selected for
an interview. Equal
and
Education
E mployment
Opportunities WIF/D.

1996 Toro wheel horse
14-36' Hal ,awn tractor, recycler, $450.
753-3317.

MOBILE home on 1/2
acre w/porches. outbuildkige & carport. 2
miles from Murray.
(270)293-5870

2003 12'x6' Cargo
Trailer. 293-1881.
42" Round oak table/
4 chairs, $225.00.
Blue love seat $50.00.
Both Ike new.
437-3116

CERTIFIED provider
has opening at Indaycare.
home
Excepting all ages at
one of the lowest
rates. Years experience & references.
270-293-5212.
DEPENDABLE loving
thlidcare. 293-9794.
HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806
OFFICE & house
cleaning, weeldy or biweekly, references.
$15.00 an hour.
227-5944

3 BR,$295.00
753-8012

FRESH milk co-op
293-6989

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-8004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
Paying
collections.
Blue Book value.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used carpeting.
air cond., elec. baseboard & gas heaters,
elec. range, refrigerator. storm windows,
etc 753-4109

www.merraykyapartments.00m
276-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

1 & 2 Bdrm Apts very
close to MSU. Laundry
on site. Furnished
avail. Contact
units
978-1123.
1 BR apt, various bamboos. Coleman RE.
Move In free days.
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

SONY Plot Panel TV's
Fut line of aN Sony flat
panel Ws. All the
newest makes and
including
models
Sony's Best XBR
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up.
surround
custom
sound installation also
avast**. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
Murray
action.
Electronics, Inc., corner of 81h and Arcadia.
www.mumayelectronic.
sinc.corn
(270)753-7567.

1BR & 28R apartments available. Great
location. 1 year lease,
1 month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905

NOW LEASING

IBM apartment. NI utilities paid. $450
plus
month
per
deposit. 270-227-4325

1,2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4084.
Equal Housing

2 BR apt near MSU.
Move In free days.

OpportunNy
TOD in -8004404056

113R 1.5 blocks from
University. $225/mo.
753-5992

.0elemen fie.
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AMERICAN Duncan
Phyfe mahogany drop
table
dining
leaf
(w/protective pads.) 6dining
upholstered
chairs. Double china
cabinet. Loads of display & storage. $1,750.
759-1664
ELECTROLUX, Kirby
& Rainbow vacuum
cleaners, discontinued
models, save big.
Sporting
Jerry's
Goods, Mayfield

7740 Ford Tractor, 4ws
and loader. 293-8989

helmets,
Motorcyle
pickets, boots, saddle
bags. Jerry Sporting
Goods, Mayfield, KY.

PIANO lessons for
children age 4-teens.
$10.00 per 30 minute
lesson. Contact Kristin
(731 336-1787
Nine for Sir
**OWNER Finance*
16x80 3BR, 2Ba on
3.5 acres. $2,950
down, $545 a month.
3380 Guthrie Rd.,
Paris. 270-753-1011
1995 16x80 Atlantic,
38FV2BA, 4-acres,
Kirtsey area
(270)559-2861
1998 14x70 Oakwood
Home new carpet &
pad, central air. Deliver
& set $13,995. Please
call 731-584-9429

Southwest
NEAR
school, 3 BR, 1.5 BA,
garage, central gas
heat/ ac, hardwood
floors, ceiling fans, no
animals, lease, rent &
deposit.
(270) 293-0247.

A&F Warehousing
Nest PAM $20-60.

753-9096

TS3-7668

2, 313R available.
locations.
Various
Coleman RE.
753-9896
•

2BR apt partially furnished, some utilities
pets,
no
paid,
6290/mo. 767-9037
28R Duplex, C/I-VA,
all appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood.
(270)753-0259
28R duplex, nice,
CM/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
28R, IBA, all appliances furnished. $500
deposit.
plus
References required.
270-227-5554.

,•4 BR brick, 2-1/2
bath, all appliances,
no pets, 1 year lease,
$760Vmonth, deposit.
•2 BR stove, refrigeraTOP quality
tor, W&D, no pets, 1
consignment furniture,
year lease, deposit. 5
accessories and
miles from town in
antiques.
Almo $375. 753-4937
Reed interiors
4 BR, 2 BA, all appli603 Main St.
ances. Move in free
753-6361
days. Coleman RE.
753-9896

[7!]
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
769.3668

Properly 64wsewnwt

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large, 2BR,
1.5 bath, garage,• all
C/H/A,
appliances.
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished. 1
pet
indoor
small
allowed. $675 mo.
293-7404
HAZEL New one bedroom. Appliances,
water, sewer, trash,
electric Included.
$550/mo.
(270)492-8211
LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A, W&D,
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696, 2934600
NICE 28R, IBA
Duplex, stove, ref.
W/D hook-up.. 5 min
North of Murray. $325
deposit, $325 rent.
(270)293-3761
TOWNHOUSES for
rent. 4 BR 2.5 BA,
oven,
refrigerator,
stove, washer & dryer
included. Close to
Murray State $650 a
month. Call
270-348-0458.

2 BR, very

nice.
Coleman RE.
753-9898
2&3 Bedroom houses
Lynn Grove, Murray
94East, lease &
deposit required.
753-4109
2BR House, 1-1/2
blocks from university,
6425/month. 753-5992
313R very nice, carport,
hardwood floors. Also
4BR, 2BA. Coleman
RE
753-9898
4 or 58R house, 2
acres, $800/rent,
$800/deposit.
(270)293-5090
(859)402-1119
4BR, 38A, 2 acres.
Lease with option to
buy. $866/mo with
down payment.
270-293-5090,
859-402-1119.
501 South 6th St.
3-BR, 1 BA, dining,
living, bonus room,
washer, dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, hardwood/tile. 270761-1317.
EXTRA nice 3BR,
2BA, home located in
Estates.
Whitnell
Central Heat/AC, 2-car
garage, all appliances
furnished. $900/mo.,
one year lease, referdeposit
&
ences
Call
required.
(270)753-1713-Day
(270)753-3827-Night

GI&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270)753-6266
Cell:(270)293-4183
9 cm. - 4 p.m. fsl-F
\

!

\

• Ja RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
TA S. 4111 ST.
Cares-of 121 S. aGionibio
NM $25 10115
(2N)4364314
(270)293-69.6
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
'We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Metal building 88x40
insulated 1211. walls,
gas heat, can be used
as two shops. Located
at 406 Suntory Circle,
Murray. 270-436-2935.

AO Ono els pieced in our
!mow aro pallid on our
vidpollo tor tree,

n

eed itionowier• le

310e. your Shar

We Offer:
•All Size UnIte
•24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
•Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whittle!! Ave.• 753-3853

Times
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DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
MINIATURE horse,
stud, fawn colored,
light mane and tail
$200.00.
(270)853-3862

boarding
Horse
$125/mo. Stall or pasture. Located 10 miles
east of Murray. Call
270-293-7314 or
270-293-7315.

1

Straw for sale.
293-0989

em

ichided
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HOMAN" Ad Nada,
All real estate advertised herein

is sullied to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation m discnmination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discnminahon.

3outhwes
1.5 BA
ntral gas
hardwood
;fans, no
se, rent &
47.

IWO

State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly ac.ept as
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law_ All
person, are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis_
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene I! Milam,(703) Mt3-1000.
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. 270-759-4218

LAKE Barkley area,
great weekend getaway or full-time home
with seasonal view,
1.5 miles from Linton
Bay Boat Ramp, park
& beach. FURNISHED
very clean 38R, 2BA,
wood burning fireplace. New Items:
2424 pool, huge
wrap-around deck &
covered porch, 2 car
garage, 2 sheds, sits
on 2 lots, a must see
at this price. $99,700.
(270)350-7276
NEW
Construction
2216 Quail Creek Dr.
38R, 2BA. 293-1681.

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
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JONES
ROOFING
Licensed & Insured
Free estimates

(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355

I I IS I, 11' 1/4i I I
McCoy's
Lawn Service
Quality work at
a great price!
*Mowing *Trimming
*Yard Clean-up
*Free Estimates'
(270)2934804
227-0587
753-2353
ALL Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Additions
*Decks
*Porches
Woe° Barns
*Laminate Floors
*TM
•MobNe Home-Repair
•Roof-Overs
*Underpinning
Larry PlIrnmo

iC
3E and
%NE
Maki
3-8266
293-4183
.m. PA-F

By TOM KRISHER
and KIMBERLY S. JOHNSON
AP Auto Writers
DETROIT (AP)- Lured by
the government's cash for clunkers campaign, car and truck buyers started returning to showrooms last month, as Ford Motor
Co. reported its first U.S. sales
227-9841
increase in nearly two years and
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
other major automakers said
*Remodeling
sales showed signs of stability.
*Screened Porches
Overall, automakers are
*Garages
to turn in strong perexpected
*Water & Termite
notcbly
Damage
most
formances,
*Decks
Korea's Hyundai Motor Co.,
*Home/ Mobile Home
which may pass Chrysler Group
Repair
and Japan's Nissan Motor
LLC
438-5517
Co. in sales for the first time in
Hill Electric history. July sales, if converted
Since 1986
24 Noun soma to an annual rate, could top 10
million cars and trucks, the first
Res., Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
month this year that sales rose
All jobs - big or small
above that depressed level.
753-9562
As recently as 2007, U.S. car
light truck sales topped 16
and
436-2867 Lamb's
Tree
vehicles, but the recesmillion
Professional
ATV's
&
illgreydss
Service. Complete
sion, tight credit and a lack of
tree
2005 Yamaha Zunis
consumer confidence sent sales
removal, gutter
991-miles,
scooter,
cleaning, hauling, etc. plunging late last year and dur$1,200. 2004 Yamaha
ing the first half of 2009.
Insured. Emergency
Zuma scooter, 10,547
293-8377
Ford, led by the redesigned
miles, $700.00.
(270)210-3237
midsize Ford Fusion, and strong
(270)227-5661
sales of the Escape crossover
vehicle and F-series pickup line,
2004 Polaris Predator
500. lots of extras, like
offered encouraging signs for
new. $3,500/080.
industry analysts who predicted
492-6283
a modest improvement in the
2003 Yamaha
second-half of the year.
I
\s I I I
Roadster, 1800/cc,
\I
July sales of Ford, Lincoln,
Sitverado, garage
II
lit
\lilt
Mercury light vehicles rose
and
kept, 9,700/miles,
1.6 percent from the same
$6,503Q/obo. 7599306/227-2096
month last year. Ford sold
158,354 vehicles, a 2.2 percent
increase over June's figures,
Ado Pads
U.S. auto
ANDRUS Excavating showing that the worst
and Septic Systems. sales slump in a quarter-century
Dozer, back hoe, and may be casing.
work.
hoe
track
ti
Meanwhile, crosstown rival
1 / . 1')
Installation and repair
a
ilt111(1 it
on septic systems. Chrysler Group LLC posted
sales
year
year-overNow offering septic smaller
tank pumping.
drop compared with recent
Call 753-5606
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or(270)227-9654
1998 Honda CRV-EX.
4wd, leather, loaded.
excellent condition.
$6,300. 270-331-4086.
Cat

6-2524
3-6911
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4.4 acres on 121South. 4-miles from
Murray (Fox Rd)
492-6283
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2.5 story house on 8
acres with barn. With
picturesque view. East
of town, less than 1/2
mile from courthouse.
$199,500. 293-7252.

rop. Fre Moil
ng 88x40
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s. Located
trry Circle,
436-2935.
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38R. 2 BA new construction, 1316
Larkspur. Campbell
$229,000.
Estate.
Call for appt.
753-3966, 293-9747
3BR. 2BA, split bedrooms, brick home with
above ground pool.
spacious closets, 2-car
garage, $140,000 or
house+3 66 acres &
barn $157.500.
270-293-2130.
4BR, 3BA brick home,
2 car garage. approx.

2,300sq.ft 1523
Oxford Drive in
Canterbury
Subdivision $155.000.
293-8210
5BR 2BA house with
bonus room & spacious closets, secluded subdivision close to
Murray 2-car garage.
large lot $225.000
270-293-2132

978-0404
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE II PARTS

OR
8
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2
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1999 Chevy Tahoe, 4door, 4x4, coldair/rear-air, great truck,
133,000 miles.
S5,250/firm. Many
extras. Call(270)2263157

2007 Chrysler 300C
Hemi AWD,loaded,
83k, $17,000
293-1200
02 Olds Alero, 2-dr.
moon-roof, CD player,
spoiler, clean, runs
great. $5,500. Call
(270)527-2595 or
(270)703-2419
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Hauling Clean out
garages, gutters, junk
& tree work
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Katherine Jackson's approval
as permanent guardian is in
accordance with her son's wishes, who named her in a 2002 will
as the person he wanted to raise
his children, who range in ages
from 7 to 12, if he died.
Last week, Katherine Jackson
and her son's ex-wife, Deborah
Rowe, reached an agreement
over custody issues. Rowe never
formally petitioned for custody.
but will receive some visits with
Jackson's two oldest children, to
whom she gave birth while the
couple was married in the late
I 990s.

Iv lacisslis Blear
Wednesday,

This year. changes could occur in an electric
manner. If you are a man, an identity crisis
might not be a surprise. For a woman, if
you're single, this also could mean a new
relationship and/or a change in the relationship with a man. Don't try to predict what
will occur, but rather be ready to deal with

If you are attached, understand a partner's
identity crisis if you are a woman. If you are
a man, don't play out an identity crisis in

your relationship. Work that through first.
Roofing, small home AQUARIUS plays devil's advocate.
garages,
repairs,
decks, siding, win- The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
dows, doors & home Have: 5-Dynamic:4-Positive; 3-Average: 2building to suit. No job So-so; I -Difficult
too small.
(270)=7-9484
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** The Full Moon eclipse weaves an
DAVIS ilandywork's

FREE

parent," Kaplan said. He said Klein,
Jackson's longtime dermatologist,
had concerns about the children's
education and other thy-to-day parenting issues.
Beckloff ultimately determined Klein didn't have legal
standing to object to the care of
Jackson's children, but said he
could raise objections later if he
wanted to. Klein has repeatedly
denied tabloid reports that he is
biological father of
the
Jackson's children, saying last
month on "Larry King Live"
that "to the best of my knowledge" he is not.

Noroscope

the unexpected. If you are single, of course
your status could change, and a new opportunity will appear when you least expect it.

14' John boat with
trailer, 15HP motor,

L

months. The Auburn Hills about whether it would be sus- July sales probably would have
automaker, which emerged from pended during the final two been about the same as June,
bankruptcy protection earlier sales days of the month. The about 9.7 million, he said.
Industry sales have been runthis year, said its sales fell 9.4 program was expected to boost
percent and received help from industry sales overall, which ning around 9.5 million for the
heavy incentives and the cash were down 35 percent in the first first six months of the year.
General Motors Co. and
half of 2009.
for clunkers program.
Subaru of America Inc. said its Chrysler, both of which have
Officially called the Car
Allowance Rebate System, or US sales leaped 34 percent in gone in and out of bankruptcy
CARS, the program offers own- July on sizable sales improve- protection and arc surviving on a
total of $65 billion in governers of old cars and trucks $3,500 ments for most of its models.
Tom Libby, an independent ment aid, each have said their
or $4,500 toward a new, more
in Detroit-area auto analyst said expenses are so low that they
vehicle,
fuel-efficient
exchange for scrapping their old the government rebate program can break even if U.S. sales run
provided a big shot in the arm to around 10.5 million per year.
vehicle.
'lhere's no question that the
Congress approved the plan automakers at a time when it
early iVuly, but the government appeared overall sales may be clunkers are going to help us get
considered suspending it on stabilizing after months of sharp above the 10 million unit mark
this month," said Erich Merkle,
Thursday after an overwhelming declines.
"It has psychologically been president of the industry conresponse threatened to deplete
the $1 billion allocated for the had a huge positive effect for thc sultiag firm autoeconomy.com
industry, which is what it need- in Grand Rapids, Mich.
rebates.
If more money is allocated to
But the program continued and ed," Libby said.
CARS program, then August
the
whether
But it remains unclear
the House voted to allocate
also see a boost, and that
could
cars
buying
another $2 billion to keep the customers will keep
keep sales going until
could
he
over,
is
sales going. The program's fate when the program
t losses stabilize in
employmen
off
falls
demand
hangs on whether the Senate said. Often,
consumers' fears of
and
fall
the
programs
will vote to extend more funds after large incentive
purchases
big-ticket
making
end.
this week.
said.
Merkle
case,
to
start
exception,
without
"Almost
Cash for clunkers drove a
While the clunkers incentives
surge of shoppers into dealer- we have seen a drop off," he
pull some sales ahead
could
ships over the last week, stun- said.
in the year, most peolater
from
sales
top
Ford's
Pipas,
George
ning automakers and dealers and
clunkers wouldn't
trade
who
ple
compathe
attributed
overwhelming the program's analyst,
for new cars
looking
been
have
more
its
to
sales
higher
Web site. The Obama adminis- ny's
t incengovernmen
the
without
saying
products,
ent
fuel-effici
tration pressured the Senate on
said.
Mettle
tives,
drawn
are
consumers
that
Monday to speed more funding
In the fall, ifjob losses start to
to the program, which is rapidly toward better gas mileage
then typical new car buyabate,
around
prices
gasoline
despite
blowing through its initial funds.
don't have clunkers
who
ers
gallon.
per
$2.50
is
Officials said the program
back into the marcome
might
cents,
56
rose
of
Ford
Shares
the
succeeding in improving
be
said.
ket,
in
after$8.56
to
percent,
7
or
the
on
vehicles
of
efficiency
German automaker Daimler
road. One official said the aver- noon trading Monday. Shares of
said its sales in the U.S. fell
AG
steadily
risen
have
company
the
vehinew
of
economy
fuel
age
cles purchased through the pro- since Ford reported a surprise by 24 percent in July, amid
gram was 25.4 miles per gallon second-quarter profit last month. plunging sales of its Smart
Pipas said early indications minicar and Mercedes-Benz luxand the average fuel efficiency
of the trade-ins was 15.8 mpg, show that July U.S. sales, when ury vehicles. Honda Motor Co.,
its
representing a 9.6 mpg fuel adjusted for seasonality and pro- Japan's No. 2 automaker, said
last
percent
17
fell
jected at an annual rate, could hit U.S. sales
economy increase.
month.
The clunkers program boosted around 11.5 million vehicles.
Without the clunkers program,
Ford's sales despite concerns

Aug. 5, 2004,:

Motors

2 fish graphs.
$1,500/0130,
492-6283
38' Sea Going houseboat, new hull, rebuilt
engine, outdnve,
plumbing, electrical,
new ac, carpet, new
paint inside & out,
paid slip, at The
Breakers, must see,
cute-cute cute!
$25.000
(270)435-4776

responsibility whatsoever for their activities_

Custody of Jackson children granted to grandmother

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for

Vons
NEED a hand-cap
van?
Call Ruthie at
753-2222

employees accept any

FREE kittens
227-2798

By ANTHONY McCARTNEY granted monthly stipends to the
79-year-old and the three young
AP Entertainment Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) - grandchildren she is now
Michael Jackson's mother has charged with raising.
permanent custody of her
gained
The ruling came after a few
I N 511's
Ii \
170 74;3_1179 late son's children during a hear- tense moments in which an
ing Monday that saw a last- attorney for Beverly Hills Dr.
BRUSH & Hammer. minute objection by the pop
Michael
Klein,
Arnold
Painting, fix-it's &
former dermatologist.
icon's
dermatololongtime
Jackson's
repairs, decks presLos Angeles Superior Court gist, raised nonspecific objecsure washed and
Judge Mitchell Beckloff made a tions to the custody arrangestained.. 436-2228.
series of key rulings during the ments. The attorney, Mark
morning portion of the Monday Vincent Kaplan, said they were
hearing, which was to reconvene based on the doctor's long-term
after a short break. In addition to relationship with the singer and
approving Katherine Jackson's his children.
guardianship petition, he also
"Legally, he is not a presumed
,
3 !MI"

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
risk.
own
their
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its

Cash for Clunkers boosts July U.S. auto sales

USED TIRES

Unbelievable
LAKEFRONT
SALE!
One Day, Sat,
Aug.
8th
Lakefront Lot
ed Dock
Bulk
only $49,000
(was $124,000)
Owner must sell spectacular lakefront lot
w/ boat dock already
built on fabulous
160,000
acre recreational
lake. Paved rd w/ utils
& new
survey. Excellent
financing. Don't miss
out! Call 1-800-7043154, x 3105.

oftmd 1
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Milan For OM

Prep. For Awl
Retail Store in Hazel.
5000 SF +/- plus 960
SF porch.
Really nice! Great for
antiques,
restaurant,retail, etc.
$1200.00/month 1
year lease
270-492-8211
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interesting dance for all. You try to push creative ideas forward. Bottom-out issues with
those who might not be family, but who you
love deeply. A child could be a player here
too. Tonight: Hold on to your hat. Get ready
many calls and conversations.
for
7-T.0
11Wrii7.475
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Tree *** Pressure keeps building. Others hope
YEARRY'S
Service Free esti- you will take the lead. You will and can
mates Phone
because of your innate talents. You might
436-2562,227-0267
have trouble juggling all the innate demands

of the day. Tonight: Say "no" if need be.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You do a seesaw all day, juggling
issues. Communication of all types floods
your door. Your ability to zero In on the bottom line could prove to be powerful. Refuse
to See situations as either or. Tonight: Don't
react if possible. Detach if you can.
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
*** Use caution with your finances. If you
can avoid making a money decision, do.
Because, within one week, more information
could play into the situation through another
source or person. Tonight: Keep costs down.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Juggling work, people and/or situations could go haywire. The eclipse occurs in
your opposite sign, yet demands you to handle different interests. You have the skills, but
do you have the energy to handle a multiarea high-voltage scene? Tonight: Let someone else lead.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Ssipt. 22)
**** You might want to renew a commitment that involves your daily life, work and/or
your health. Your awareness will be necessary with events now and in the near future.
Trust your sixth sense before acting. Tonight:
Make it easy.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Dig into your bag of creativity and
find solutions and new ways. If you are on
top of your game, you'll discover the power
of your creativity and sometimes unusual
thoughts in finding a solution Are you triggering someone unnecessarily? Tonight.
Enjoy the moment

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Your depth and understanding will
come into play. How you deal with a key personal situation involving different people
could define the issue. Your ability to understand another's motives is key. Tonight: Hide
away at home.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Doc. 21)
***** You could be very overwhelmed by
what someone is sharing or the many people
who seem to suddenly seek you out. If possible, detach and see past the obvious -- others cannot right now. Tonight: Hanging out
could be lively.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Your more possessive side emerges
when dealing with others. You also might
have an instinct to move forward and not get
hung up on the details of finances, people
and issues. Sooner or later, you will need to.
Understand what is motivating you. Tonight:
Take a hard 100k at the bills.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Listen to feedback before you
impulsively go down a path or cause a problem. The lunar eclipse in your sign adds to
the emotional and impulsive quality of what
you do. Even you might have difficulty keeping yourself under control Tonight: Some
actions and words cannot be undone.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Your ability to understand what is
going on behind the scenes is tuned in, but
not necessarily right-on. Give yourself space
to make a decision or to work through a problem or insight_ Time is your ally. Tonight

Chill!
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Irate commuters get an earful
from loud cell phone users

8• Tuesday, August 4, 2009
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of Murray Preschool Teacher Leah
Prince helping students Tara Russell. Alex Stephens and Josh
Owen find tneir room assignments at the Murray Elementary School. The photograph was
by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane
Births reported include a by
to Many Lee and Onda 'Shendun. July 6; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs_ Greg Bennett. July 23; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Alan Bazzell,
July 30; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Darren Mitchell Knight, Aug. 1.
Three Murray boys, Logan
Schwettman, Bryan Coles and
ly Geib, competed with the 12year old West Kentucky Hurricanes Baseball Team this summer.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Emily
Gore of the Sigma Department
of the Murray Woman's Club
and Murray Fire Chief James
Flora •:kle with the new Jaws
of Life recently purchased by
the Murray Fire Department. The
Murray Woman's Club donated
money to help pay for the new
equipment. The photo was by
Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Also published is a picture
of 20 area elementary, middle
and high school teachers who
took part in the 19E9 Purchase
Area Writing Project at Murray
State University.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. David E. Alexander. July 7
30 years ago
Calloway County Judge Executive Robert 0. Miller will be
the speaker at a meeting of
Region IV Health Planning Conference at St. Petersburg, Fla.
Murray Colt League won 20 over Mayfield to win the Colt
League Championship at Mayfield. Mark Smith was the Murray pitcher.

Meg In IIIstery
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 4, the
216th day of 2009. There are 149
clays left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 4, 1944, Anne Frank,
15, was arrested along with her
Sister, parents and four other people by German security after they
had spent two years hiding from
the Nazis in a building in Ams.(Anne, who'd kept,g newamous diary during her time in
hiding, died in March 1945 at the
concentration
Bergen-Belsen
Camp.)
On this date:
In 1735, a jury found John
Peter Zenger of the New York
Weekly Journal not guilty of committing seditious libel against the
olonial governor of New York,
William Cosby.
• In 1790, the Coast Guard had
its beginnings as the Revenue Cutter Service.
1.1^1
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Follow cancer
specialist's advice

Births reported include a boy
to Dr. and Mrs. James Michael
Johnson, July 21; u girl to Mr.
DEAR ABBY: You, answer transit carrier and complaining
and Mrs. Gary Rowles, July 23.
to "Minneapolis Commuter" seems to be the best way to
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. David
(June 8), who was sick of over- handle the situation. If they
Gillespie, July 28.
hearing personal cell phone con- receive enough complaints -40 years ago
versations, missed the mark. I and I'm sure they will -- they
Army First Class Sgt. Wesride public transit to and from may initiate policies to stop such
ley P. Davis of Hazel has received
Sacramento every day, and most rude behavior. And if all else
the Joint Service Commendation
the time the passengers -- fails: earplugs! Read on:
of
Medal for meritorious service
like me -DEAR ABBY:"Commuter" is
with the United States Army in
from alone. I am a transit
far
just
a
want
Vietnam.
quiet ride to bus dnver. Cell phones are an
Beverly Rogers of Calloway
and irritation to drivers and passenwork
County High School and Susan
back. Some- gers alike on our service. To
Hale of Murray High School
times a rude, address this issue, our compawere among those attending the
four day conference of the Future
obnoxious ny initiated a cell phone poliHomemakers of America at the
very cy that is printed in our transit
and
Future Farmers of American
loud person guide. If using a cell phone on
Training Center at Hardinsburg.
will get on a bus, do not disturb the drivJuly 28-31.
and make life er or fellow passengers, or you
Rev. Jim Baker is the evanmiserable for may be asked to stop using your
gelist at the revival now in
the rest of us. cell phone. Keep it short, keep
By Abigail
progress at Coles Camp Ground
Moving it down, keep it quiet, keep it
Van Buren
United Methodist Church.
another off!
to
50 years ago
Since this policy has been
seat is not an option because
Building permits issued from
their voices carry throughout the in effect (it's not perfect), things
July 1 to 31 amounted to over
entire bus. Often these conver- have improved. I would encourhalf million dollars, according
sations are laced with profani- age anyone who uses public
to I.H. Key, Murray building
ty, and it becomes an endurance transportation to ask their servinspector.
ice to put a cell phone policy
test to remain polite.
Murray Prep League Team
I no longer feel that being in place and enforce it. -- BUS
won 8 to 7 over Paducah in the
polite is the best solution with DRIVER
tournament. Vernon Shaw StubDEAR ABBY: Commuters
blefield was the winning pitch- such people. They need to be
buses or trains should realon
courcommon
about
reminded
er for Murray.
Recent births reported at Mur- tesy and respect for their neigh- ize that it is not the library,
ray Hospital include a girl to bors. There have been days when and they should not expect the
the bus driver actually stopped ride to be quiet. The writer of
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Dossert.
the bus and ordered s6ch pas- that letter should get a set of
GO years ago
sengers off. I dare say, you have earplugs or, better yet, an MP3
Dr. William G. Nash, dean
not been on public transit in a player with headphones and lisof Murray State College, was
while, or you would not have ten to a recorded self-improveone of two appointed by the
state governor to select the Ken- dismissed the complaint so quick- ment book, or perhaps, sometucky's school textbooks for the ly. -- SACRAMENTO COM- thing about improving tolerance.
next 4-year period.
People talking on their cell
MUTER
Births reported include a girl
DEAR COMMUTER: You phones are making productive use
to Mr. and Mrs. Talmon Win- are right. I haven't used public of their commute time, and it
chester, July 26; a boy to Mr. transit for some time, however, might be the only time they
and Mrs. William Murdock, a several of my staff use it daily have to chat with friends and
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hobbs and tell me, as you have, that family. Commuters should make
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dal- phone users can be rude and better use of their time than
las Darnell, July 27.
just sitting there and stewing. obnoxious.
Contacting your local public - COMMUTER CELL PHONE
USER
DEAR ABBY: The reality is
that the bus or train is often
In 1987, the Federal CommuIn 1792, English romantic poet
packed and there is no scat to
Percy Bysshe Shelley was born nications Commission voted to
move to, so we are forced to
at Field Place near Horsham, Eng- abolish the Fairness Doctrine, sit and listen to incredibly perwhich required radio and televiland.
sonal conversations or insane
In 1830, plans for the city of sion stations to present balanced
babbling because the person can't
coverage of controversial issues.
Chicago were laid out.
Ten years ago: On the eve of sit still and use the travel time
In 1892, Andrew and Abby
Borden were axed to death in congressional votes on the Repub- to relax.
their home in Fall River, Mass. licans' $792 billion tax cm proI've heard it all -- the woman
Lizzie Borden, Andrew's daugh- posal, President Bill Clinton again
announcing her new address and
ter from a previous maltase,- was pledged a veto, saying the GOP
phone number, the guy talking
accused of the killings, but acquit- package was "risky and plainly
about how he's going to lie to
wrong." Actor Victor Mature died
ted at trial.
the judge during his divorce
In 1916, the United States in Rancho Santa Fe, Calif. at age
hearing, the gory details of somereached agreement with Denmark 86 (although some references said
one's recent surgery. It's enough
to purchase the Danish Virgin he was as young as 83).
Five years ago: Richard Smith, to make you gag. I finally got
Islands for $25 million.
In 1964, the bodies of miss- a Staten Island ferry pilot, pleadheadphones. -- DENVER COMing civil rights workers Michael ed guilty to manslaughter charges
MUTER
Schwerner, Andrew Goodman and in a crash that killed 11 comDEAR ABBY: I, too, found
James Chancy were found buried muters the previous October,
conversations on the bus to
the
in an earthen dam in Mississip- acknowledging that he'd passed
be
colorful! I now wear
quite
out at the helm after arriving at
pi.
In 1977, President Jimmy Carter work with medication in his sys- earphones and spend my time
signed a measure establishing the tem. (Smith was sentenced to 18 listening to music and reading.
months in prison.)
Department of Energy.
The convenience of a relaxing
ride to work far outweighs the
annoyances. I find the bumpy
ride is a great abdominal workout. too. -- CALM-UTING IN
ABQ

DEAR DR.GOTT: I have been ponents is "out of whack." it can
reading your articles in the paper cause problems. For example, a
for many years and have found common condition known as anemia occurs when the red blood
them helpful. Now it's my turn.
I walk a couple of miles a cells are too low. This can lead
day. I play 18 holes of golf twice to fatigue, paleness and more.
When platelet levels are too low.
a week. My problem is this:
Approximate- it can lead to easy bleeding. In
ly six months contrast, higher-than-normal levago. I had my els can lead to abnormal clotting.
annual physi- Normal levels are generally concal and blood sidered to be between 150,000
testing. My and 400,000, but each laboratory
doctor called has its own set of standards.
With a level between 400,0(X)
to tell me my
platelets were and 500,000, I would not considhigh (400,000 er that seriously abnormal under
to 500,000). most circumstances. I think your
He suggested physician was (rightfully) being
I see a can- careful given your past history fat.
cer specialist. cancer. Follow the specialist's roc-:
By
.1
I did, and he ommendations.
Dr. Peter Gott ran
Should everything be normal,:
me
a I would urge you to have blood
through
series of echograms on all of my work every three to six months,
vital organs, did a chest X-ray, to monitor the levels. If they remaiie
and said everything was OK. But stable after a year, then testing ,
now he wants to take a bone- once or twice a year should sufmarrow specimen so he can find fice. If the levels fluctuate drasout what is causing the problem. tically or rise consistently, then
,
What can cause platelets to go further testing may be nacessary.,
A hematologist (blood special-'
higher than usual? Ten years ago.
I had colon cancer and received ist) may be another appropriate spechemotherapy. Could that cause cialist to consider involving in
a malfunction of the bone mar- your case. He or she may be able
to discern the cause of your abnorrow?
My medications are simvastatin, mal platelet level more easily, espefinasteride. Diovan and aspirin. cially if it is not caused by canYour help would be greatly appre- cer. There are a vast number of ,
blood disorders, and this type of
ciated.
DEAR READER: Blood con- specialist is the best source for
tains four major components: red determining whether you have one ;
blood cells, white blood cells, of them.
Chemotherapy can certainly
platelets and plasma. In the simplest terms, plasma carries the cause problems with bone Marblood cells, red blood cells carry row and blood productions. Given'
oxygen and nutrients throughout that your chemotherapy was 101
the body, white blood cells fight years ago, I don't believe this isa
infection, and platelets are respon- the cause of your current prob-.1
lem. I cannot say this definitive- .
sible for clotting.
When any one of these corn- ly, however.

Dr. Cott

Dear Abby

Contract Bridge
A Subtle Snare
North daily.
Both sides frulnerable.
NORTH
•AQ8
VKJ 5
•A 6 52
dliA 1 6
EAST
WEST
*K 10 9
•.1 7 5 2
V Q 10 2
1Pb
•Q 10
•K 9 4
•K 9 X 5 3
44) 10 7 4 2
SOUTH
•6 4 3
A 98 7 4 3
*1 8 7 3
•—
The biddiag:
West
South
East
North
IV
Pass
Pass
I•
Pass
3•
Pass
2 NT
4V
Pass
3V
Opening lead — four of clubs.
The first trick is often the most
important one of the entire deal, both
for the declarer and the defenders. As
a case in point, consider this deal
from a national championship where
the play at trick one by both sides
altered an outcome that appeared
inevitable.
At first glance, it would seem that
South must lose two diamonds, a
spade and a trump trick at four

hearts. But declarer found a way to
lay a trap for the opposition, and
once the trap was sprung, there was
no escape.
The key play came when South
played low from dummy on the
opening club lead, posing a difficult
problem for East. East could not tell
from the lead of the four how many
clubs West held, nor could he place
the queen or ten with any certainty.
Eventually, he decided to play the
king..and from then on he was a dead
duck.
Declarer ruffed, cashed the K-A
of hearts and put East in with the
heart queen. East could not return a
club or a .;pade without handing
declarer a trick, so he tried the queen
of diamonds. South won with
dummy's ace and returned a diamond. When the ten appeared on his
right, he allowed Last to hold the
trick.
Thb sounded the death knell for
the defense. If East retained the lead,
his forced spade or club return would
give declarer the contract. If instead
West overtook the ten with the king,
South would lose only one diamond
trick instead of two, and again he
would wind up with 10 tricks.
After South's crafty play at trick
one led Fast astray, the outcome was
inevitable.

Tomorrow: A picture is worth 1.0(X) words.
42004 King I caturcs Syn.:hum

Crosswords
47 Stiff and sore
50 "Das Kapital"
author
51 Dawn goddess
54 Give — —
break
55 Els or Kovacs
56 Flour sack abbr.
57 Back-fence
IOr
58 Brake parts
59 Fish's rudder

ACROSS
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G.

1 Evergreen
4 Make a basket
9 Geog. feature
12 Sweet-talk
13 Weaker, as an
excuse
14 "— -1a-la!"
15 Double helix
16 Small bills
17 Ninny
18 Took back
20 Cc
21 S&L offering
23 Thug's piece
24 Self-assured
28 Woolly animal
30 Tart fruit
32 Crooked
34 — liver oil
35 Basted
36 Yummy nut
39 Isn't any more
40 Flower part
41 Gorilla or chimp
43 "Hear —I"
44 Not Igo.
45 Arises from

IL300

ri Fl

1

12

Answer to Previous Puzzle

ISMNO

IF I STAND
HERE, I CAN
BE CLOSER
TO YOUR
CATCi4ER..

miL i

1 VCR button
2 Type of microscope
3 Jungle warning
4 Reduce speed
(2 wds.)
5 Approved by
the Pope
6 Bad sign
7 Home tel.
8 MD station
9 Alley Oop's
kingdom
10 Overly

INu ti A

IF I FALL OFF,
TELL YOUR CATCHER
I WAS THINKIN6
OF HIM !

11 Blackhawks
org.
17 Tosses a coin
19 Such as,
briefly
20 Extinct bird
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WHY DON'T YOU GET BACK
OUT THERE IN RIGHT FIELD
WHERE YOU'LL BE CLOSER TO
THE EDGE OF THE WORLD

on
eni
eni
abi
the

SI I A R
B L0
NBA ASST
A
E C0
ICO D AI ET
MT
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WHY AREN'T
YOU OUT IN
RIGHT FIELD?
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HOWSO GRIME
JERKED RHNERg
ffilla S D.L1_J_
MA MEN
EDDA GAL SaR A
KHAN

DOWN

MI5

113

Mu
Vail

ill

21 Charley horse
22 Ocean, in
Mongolian
24 Of kids'
doctors
25 Hurl forth
26 Longtime
Denver QB
27 Overpopulated
29 Comfy shoes
31 — de guerre
33 Fall guy
37 Lose brightness
38 Triangle tips
42 Dorothy's aunt
45 Lacking
46 Kind of portrait
47 Qty.
48 Corp biggie
49 Smokehouse
hanger
50 CAT scan
relative
52 Kimono sash
53 Tax-form ID
55 Bradley ot
Morrow
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OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE FOOTBALL MEDIA DAYS: DAY 1
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TITANS ROUNDUP

Making
A Good
Return

x months•
ey rernaiIll.i
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FINDING PUNT
RETURNER AMONG
TITANS'FEW NEEDS
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By MESA M. MIXER
AP Sports Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Wanted:
A fast, surehanded player needed to follow blocks and pick up yards returning
kickoffs and punts. Ability to score touchdowns a plus.
That's one job the Tennessee Titans
are looking to fill at this training camp
after leading the NFL in kickoff return
average in 2008. They did that thanks to
Chris Carr who also handled all but 2
punt returns but left for Detroit this offseason in free agency.
Now the Titans
need a replaceMICHAEL DANN / Ledger a Times ment for one of
fifth in the Preseason Ohio the very few holes
picked
was
MSU
the
Racers.
of
helm
the
at
year
Murray State head coach Matt Griffin enters his fourth
program.
the
over
they have on a
took
he
since
seniors
most
his
Valley Conference Poll, but this season will give Griffin
team that went
13-3.
Luckily, they
have a handful of
players in camp
111111111.111111
have
who
MN OE MID OMR Et
returned kicks and WAVI.11740711~COINSpOn
punts here or back
in college. Versatility, the ability to return
and play another position, will be very
key.
"It's got to be an advantage just to
have options," special teams coach Alan
Lowry said Monday.
will."
he
,
and
out
day
The Titans tried to address the hole in
vote.
u.
•
lklefass
place
•
Illimaw.
DANN
By MICHAEL
Last season, the Racers finished
free agency by''signing Mark Jones, whO
Murray State led the way, with
Sports Editor.
includ- 5-7 overall and 4-4 in the OVC
was a returner with Carolina a year ago.
4:06 p.m.
Awe-hen summing up the six players named All-OVC,
and lost just six seniors to gradu210 p.m.
Year
the
Aug. 9of
Player
ranked third in the NFC, averaging
He
Defensive
ing
upcoming season, Matt
II:16 4.m.
Aug. 10-ation.
yards per punt return, and was 11h
11.4
Lane.
Austen
406 p.m.
Griffin reverted to a
Griffin believes MSU has more
with 24 yards per return and
kickoffs
on
Last year, it was Nathan Williams
406 p.m.
Aug. 11thought that hits close to
R111 am.
*1* 13who held the distinguished honor and than enough weapons returning on
a long of 59 yards.
MS pat(Sol Stionorme)
home.
"That's the hope. That's why we signed
went on to become the OVC Defen- both sides of the ball to be comMt*
Paw 14"It's like watching your own sive Player of the Year.
petitive in a "balanced conference."
becnuse he did have comparable numhim
*OK illnd Illodowned
Pis 11child go from crawling to walking,
"I think we're good enough,
Aug
WePik
Griffin sees no reason why the
bers or. punts and kickoff-return wise. 1
*OS pdb.
kw 17from walking to running," Griffin same can't be in the works for there's no doubt about that," he
thought he got better as the year went on
SOS"at
hos. WIsaid.
said. "I thought we were good last
Lane.
because he didn't start the year off as
11*.
*4*1In essence, Griffin, the father of
4 pow
,4*11"He and Nate were the same year. I think what hurt us last year
their kickoff returner. He took that over
dtiOpm. did Sorodiego)
041.SOthree children, feels the same way type of guys," Griffin said. "Like was we had a boatload of turnovers
during the season. Punt return-wise, he
personally
he
seniors
18
about the
all of our guys, they're hard work- offensively. That was disappointwas pretty consistent all year long," Lowry
welcomed into the program as fresh- ers. Some people don't realize when ing. 1 think there are three or four
said.
all 18 of them, since we signed
men four years ago.
Austen showed up here, he weighed teams, maybe even a fifth that can them as freshmen. They've taken
coaches
five
of
one
Griffin was
207 pounds. Right now, he's push- win this thing."
in character and become
on Monday's Ohio Valley Confer- ing 270. He's an extremely hard
Last season, four teams — East- great strides
letes. I think they're
student-ath
great
ence Preseason Media Teleconfer- worker in the weight room.
ern Kentucky, Tennessee State, Jackthan they
confident
more
little
a
length
in
spoke
he
—
ence, where
"He's an unbelievable individ- sonville State and UT Martin
but we'll
past,
the
in
been
have
about the expectations that surround ual, hard worker, and great student. all finished with a total of eight
play."
and
go
we
why
That's
see.
the Racer program this fall.
He's part of a great defense. We wins, a first in OVC history.
at Roy
season
the
opens
MSU
Wedneson
underway
each
gets
Camp
"The kids have progressed
have a lot of guys back on both
Kenday for a Murray State ballclub sides of the ball. He understands year and it's been great to see," Stewart Stadium Sep. 3 against
Wesleyan.
tucky
that was picked fifth in the pre- he has to do his job day in and he said. "They've grown so much,
season poll and garnered one first-

L GROWN

GRIFFIN'S GREENIES ENTER AS SEASONED SENIORS
Pima=

W

OVC NOTEBOOK

Hood:Tradition doesn't win games
EKU COACH 'BAFFLED' BY FIRST-PUCE PICK;
WATSON, SAMUEL LOOK TO RIGHT SHIPS
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
d
Foodoils
Eastern Kentucky coach
UT OWN
Cob Thoodliii14
Ituommollolddelleor dim lbws
Dean Hood quickly dashed any
Amnon Lora04Mom IMO
thoughts that his Colonels can
rely on tradition after being
ems
picked first in the Ohio Val- CO- Cob Thoropoon, UT Mom
AS- anotOist Yam UT Moolln
ley Conference Preseason Poll. PO
- C.J.
win
to
"Tradition isn't going
me
• - IdsPlitatit
rvft
games for us," Hood said dur- • - SIMMS
- 1141111,10411114;
ing Monday's ()VC Preseason TSMedia Day Teleconference."No C-14=
.L
ilradlitt$
Joddm
1"114
OS orselaint NNW Mayo
one is scared of Eastern KenOusalkIwo
—
tucky and the fact that we 00
CT-Oust
won hack-to-back conference Konliohy
MIK tit14111
OT
championships."
During the teleconference,
Hood used a plethora of adjecilltigNIMIF
MONO La
tives to sum up his feelings • .11111117SSIMA JOINIIsea ft
11011,111
ILon being the team with .he ILmeal
spew des=
i
hullseye on its back.
LS- Marealit
Jooleontalo ft
"Picked first ... I don't know
411 Owdol*OK Mat PolY
how the heck that happened,"
- Josh Sept 1/7Win
Hood said. -We lost some pretOS- Kali Stab% Awes
ty big bullets in the gun. espe- 011- Cronotallk Jodidondft OK
Owns MOS SiondoosillL
cially Allan Holland. When OS.OS- Woe isealiftS11SidVIL

IL-

you assess our team this preseason. I think you have to
start there. It's a heck of a
hole we have to fill. We feel
honored to he picked first. but
at the same time, we're kind
of baffled by it. We know
that's an honor and that Its

tholoom
K - Monson Claim Idindy St
Doug spdtSK, MEMO
P

better to be picked first than
last, but hopefully our guys
will see that as a challenge,

MARK HUMPHREY / AP

knowing that we're picked first
and everyone has their sights
set toward us."
Eastern Kentucky picked up
10 first-place votes, the most
of any OVC school, and finished well ahead of secondplace UT Martin, which had
four first-place votes. Eastern
Illinois had two first-place
votes, while Tennessee State
and Murray State each received
one.
"I think on one hand, you
have to be realistic and know
that tradition doesn't make any
tackles or blocks for you and

Tennessee's Chris Davis catches a
punt during training camp in Nashville
Monday. Davis returned punts in college at Florida State and is being
looked at by the Titans to do the
same. The Titans led the NFL in kickoff return average in 2008, thanks to
Chris Carr, who also handled all but
two punt returns, but left for Detroit
this offseason in free agency.

past success doesn't make any
blocks or tackles for you,"
Hood said. "But on the other
hand, those things help you with
a mentality of 'We can win
any game we're in.' You have
to know that you can't just
throw your shoes out there and
win the game.-

Chasing Ckaz
The Eastern Illinois offense
returns seven players this season, including All-American
guard Chaz Millard, who has
been a key part of the success of the Panther offense the
II See OVC, 10

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Tomes

Southeast Missouri State head coach Tony
Samuel and the Redhawks were picked to finish last in the Preseason OVC Poll, but Samuel
has groomed a group of seniors that could
play spoiler this season.
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Ski Nuts
grab 14
medals at
Southern
Regionals
ammo:
cougar mum

C4PAhle1ibne

IN WINNING MIX
too Roped
The Murray High School Lady Tigers recently participated in the Bluegras
s State
Games in Lexington and took the gold medal in their group for varsity high
school
girls. They wont undefeated during the weekend with wins over Lexington Lafayette
31, Somerset 4-0, Bardstown 2-1 and Woodford County 2-0 in the gold medal
game.
Team members are, front row, from left McKaneko Tucker, Victoria Verburg, team
manager Andrea Graham, Kayla Verburg, Shelby Crouch. Second row, from left
Haley
Stewart, Chloe Farris, Undsey Hunt, Ailyeon Futrell, Taylor Richerson, Mega
Hudson,
Lyssie Wright MacKenzie Downey and Jaclin Patterson. Back row, from left Shelby
Johnson, Sara Darnell, Morgan Steiner, Libby Trevathan, Carly Mathis, Sarah Crouch,
Morgan Graham and Emily Benson. Not pictured Sr. Sarah Wooten and coaches
Mickey McCuiston and Lauren Bazzell.

The Pella U10 salted teem won its season and its postnasal tournament
in the
Murray parks league.iikaak row, from left: assistant coach Shawn McClure, coach
Bob
Schuring and assietantlooach Todd Conti. Middle Kw Madison McClure, Jessica
Schuring, Abby Gibson, Kayla Clemons, Uzzle Bohm, Suzanne Grady and Paige
Miller. Front row: Jordan Rickman, Nora Maelleld, McKenzie Orange, Nell* Gibson
and Claire Contri.

Approximately 270 total
skiers from the seven states of
the Southern Region of the
American Water Ski Association competed in the four-day
Southern Regionals Water Ski
Championships in Paducah.
'Dm members of the Kentucky Lake Ski Nuts competed and collected a total of 14
medals, including one gold, six
silvers and seven bronze.
Joe Burkhead, of Paducah,
set one of the two new Southern Region records established
during the competition with a
leap of 103 feet in Men 6
Jump, breaking the old record
of 96 feet Mt in 1996.
Austin Collins, age 6, of
Mum, was the rimed Ski
Nut to medal, with a second
place in Boys 1 Overall.
Corey Hawes. of Paducah,
won his first-ever Regional
medal with a third place finish in Men 3 Jump (131 feet).
Cady Marquess, of Midgesik and Brit Collins, of Murray, each won three medals.
Other top three placements
included: Carly Marquess(Paducah) — Women 1: 2rad Tricks,
3rd Jump, 3rd Overall; Brit
Collins (Murray) — Women 1:
2nd Jump,3rd Tricks, 2nd Overall; Tyler Collins (Murray) —
Men 1: 3rd Tricks; Carl Marquess (Paducah) — Men 5:
2nd Tricks; Joe Burkhead (Paducah) — Men 6: 1st Jump,
3rd Tricks, 3rd Overall; Errol
Bryant (Beeclunont) — Men
7: 2nd Tricks.
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
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liportsikish.
•carom iiisunty Made Wm°tla host softball tryouts Aug. 6-7
from 300440 p.m. at La* Labisr Field.

II The American CanoerSoclety will host the'Catch a Cure- Fishing.
Tournament on Saturday. Aug. 15 at Kentucky Dam Marina. The first.
place winner will be awarded $1,500 vAth a 20 percent payout determined by number of entries. Call the Sportsman's Edge at (270) 4421
1120 or the American Cancer Society at (270)444-0744 for additional
inhumation.
111 The MHS Pastpltch Club will hold Its regular monthly meeting on
Weiliteetiay it 5:411p.m. in the MHS crafeleita. AN persons inieresied in
smaolS plegclitus at both MHS and MIAS are encouraged to attend.,
Plaitsfor the PAW season and upcoming events MI be discussed. :•
O Murray High School will hold Its soccer camp Aug. 15 from 9 a.m;
to noon at the Malloy France Soccer Complex on the high school cam,
pus. The camp is open to at children in first through seventh grades and
Is not limited to students In the Murray school system. Cost is $25. For'
more Information, contact Marlin Son at marlin.sonOmurreystate.edu..•

OVC

•

From Page 9
past few years.
Last season, Millard was
the lead blocker for a 1,000.
yard rusher and this year, he'll
do what he can to protect quarterback Bodie Reeder (1,931
yards and 13 touchdowns last
season).
But maybe more importantly than that, Bob Spoo wants
Millard to just be a leader.
"He's a guy that's very competitive," Spoo said. "He's a
tough guy that plays to the
whistle and I know we're all
hoping for a great year out of
him.
"We work with a lot of our
kids in a program called Unity
Council, which is led by kids
that are voted on by teammates. Chaz is one of those
guys and he knows what leadership means and the traits
that accompany that. Heaven
knows we need it."
Perfectly Greened
Tony Samuel finds himself
In a situation similar to Murray State's Matt Griffin.
Both coaches are in their
fourth year on the sidelines at
their respective schools.
The Southeast Missouri State
head coach may not have had
the success of Griffin, but the
two have taken similar paths.
"The first two(seasons) were
the toughest, taking over a
program that has not had that
much
historical success,"
Samuel said. "Then, after that,

we have come close in a fair
amount of games. That helps
you build confidence, having
the OHM group of kids around.
Those kids understand our system and we can pretty much
groom them the way we want
to groom them."
Ude,* The Nevada
Tennessee Tech coach Watson Brown calls his Golden
Eagles the "pup" team in the
league.
Picked to finish sixth obi
of eight teams, TTU had just
nine seniors last year and eight
this year. The Golden Eagle
are loaded with freshmen and
sophomores, but one think
Brown does have going fdr
him is the versatility of Henri
Sailes, who not only led the
team in rushing last season
(433 yards and four touchdowns), but was second on
the squad with 47 catches.
Sailes also showed some
explosiveness by averaging
28.1 yards per kickoff return.
Brown admitted that Sailes
is one of the most underrated
players in the league and
offered an explanation why.
"He's a tweener," Brown
said. "We have to let him get
more touches. He's a fantastic return guy. He's the first
kid I have coached that I have
seen run a 4.3 40. He can fly
and he put on 10 pounds coming into camp this year. He'll
be at the top of our list each
week."
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REPAIR, INC.
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Entry foo of $250/Four Parson Toon" Must Accompany Entry Form
Wry ha Is tax deductible as a Unitail Vlay Denallea

*MICHELIN *GOODYEAR *DAYTON
•FIRESTONE •KUMHO

Nolo Sponombe:MAIO
TilAtA + Hale Sponseailip: $271:00

Send Entry form & Check(s) Made Payable to:
United Way of Murray Calloway Co.
607 Poplar St. Murray,42071
For More Information, Please Call the United Way0753-0317 or the Chamber of Commerce Iti

TIRES
GREAT SERVICE

753,5171

DEADLINE FOR ENTRY IS MONDAY,AUGUST 10TH

•Alignment
•Brakes
*Shocks
•Struts

•Transmission Flush
*Coolant Flush
*Belts, Hoses
•Used Tires

